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FORE74ORD 0

In March the enemy appeared to be deliberately avoiding contact in so -. '-.-

far as possible. All indications pointed to probable withdrawal to regroup,

re-train and resupply after their Tet Offensive. Again it became necessary .

to seek out the enemy and attempt to engape him before he could abandon

known positions. On 22 March CCNNAVFORV sers the following message to the

four coastal zones intelligence officers and the Third and Fourth Riverine

Area Intelligence Officers, with ir.formation copies to the three Task Force

Commanders - 115, 116, and 117:

INTELLIGENCE TO OPERATIONS .

IN GENERAL THE QUALITY OF INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION
COMING FROM OUR REPRESENTATIVES IN THE FIELD HAS BEEN
EXCELLENT AND CONTINUES TO IMPROVE. IT IS ALSO
INTERESTING AND USEFUL. HOWEVER, THE PRIMARY VALUE OF
INTELLIGENCE IS TO ENHANCE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMBAT
OPERATIONS IN ORDER TO DEFEAT THE ENEMY° WHENEVER
?RACTICABLE, THIS HEADQUARTERS ATTEMPTS TO CONVERT
INTELLIGENCE INTO OPERATIONAL ACTION. IT IS DESIRED
THAT YOU DO THE SAMJ;. WHENEVER YOU HAVE GOOD HARD
INFORMATION ON ENEMY INTENTIONS OR LOCATIONS GET IT TO
THE NEAREST OPERATIONAL COMMANDERS IN YOUR AREA ASAP. S
USE YOUR INITIATIVE AND INGENUITY, PROSELYTING AS
NECESSARY, TO STIMULATE TIMELY ACTION. YOU WILL THEN
BE APPLYING INTELLIGENCE IN ITS MOST EFFECTIVE ROLE
INSTEAD OF AS INTERESTING REPORTS FOR SUBSEQUENT
EVALUATION AND FILING. KEEP THE INFORMATION FLOWING
TO US BUT CONVERT IT TO ACTION LOCALLY WHENEVER
POSSIBLE. KEEP IN MIND THAT, WHILE IT RE4AINS THE
PREROGATIVE OF THE COMMANDER TO EXPLOIT INTELLIGENCE,"
THE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER IS OFTEN IN BEST POSITION TO
STIMULATE ENTHUSIASM AND PROD THE OPERATIONAL
PLANNMRS INTO ACTION. THE EXTENT TO WHICH FIELD
INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS CAN PROVIDE BASIS FOR COMBAT
OPERATIONS, WILL REFLECT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LIAISON
AND RAPPORT WITH COMMANDERS IN YOUR AREA. REPORT
INSTANCES 'JHERE IT HAS BEEN POSSIBLE TO TRANSLATE
INTELLIGENCE TO OPERATIONS, RADM VETH SENDS.

U M ElIC SIi 2'DEEIED --.?.::
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"CHRONOLOGY

1 March - The combined efforts of U.S. Navy, Coast Guard, Army,
Air Force, and Vietnamese N;;vv units &'stroyed three
of the four enemy trawlers attempting to infiltrate 6
supplies into South Vietnam. Appendix I

- A Vietnamese Navy commandament was struck by a B-40
• rocket andsank within 5 minutes; two VNN sailors were

killed and five others wounded. p. 137

2 - Commander Coastal Division 17 changed to the operational
control of CTF 117. P. 49

Salvage Operations were conducted by patrol craft from
IUWU 4 and EOD personnel from IUWUs 2 and 4 on an enemy
trawler that was destroyed on 1 March. p. 22 ..

* 3 - Based on a report from the U.S. Army 1st Air Cavalry
Division of a concentration of a North Vietnamese Army

S.• battalion northeast of Danang, USCCC POINT CAUTION joined
with USS HOLLISTER (DD788) and USS CARRONADE (IFSI) in an
harassment and interdiction fire on the enemy. A ground _
sweep of the area revealed 84 enemy troops killed. p. 4

5 - Lieutenant Barry w. HOOPE, USN, was killed while serving

as a convcy com'ander assigned to Task Force CLEARWATER.
p. 25

* 6 - 15 - Coastal Group 12 units conducted 0÷:ration LAM SON 189 in
conjunction with USN/USMC units, one ARVN Ranger unit an
infantry regiment and Popular Force (PF) troope. Forty
Viet Cong were killed, eight were captured and numerous..
weapons seized. p. 123

7 - After 10 days evaluation of the PACV for GAME WARDEN
onerations, CTF 116 reported to COMNAVFORV that the
Scraft and the limitations imposed on it by terrain,-
rendered it unsuitable for GAME WARDEN operations,,
PACVs were returned to operational control of CTF 11-.

Sp. 23

8 - Viet Cong tax collectors were reported 7 miles southeast
,1 of Tra On, on the southern bank of the Bassac River. PBRs

landed PF troops to conduct a sweep of the area while

4
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"8 March - Seawolves" patrolled overhead. PF troops made contact and
and drove the Viet Cong into a field and the "S0eawolves"
reacted immediately with an air strike in the area. The
ground troops later found seven dead Viet Cong. p. 42

10 - An enemy artillery attack on the NSAD Cua Viet LST ramp
on the Cua Viet River resulted in the ignition of 150
short-tons of staged ammunitionr p. 5, 83-85

A platoon of SEALs landed on the south bank of the 11iy Tho
River l miles southwest of My Tho. A locAl civilian
informed the SEALs concerning a local comiunist insurgent.
As the SEALs approached the house, the enerny was alerted
when a dog barked, and three Viet Cong attempted to escape.
They were killed by the SEALs and later identified as the
hamlet security chief and two hamlet cadre. p. 30

11 - An explosion and fire at the Shell Oil Company My Khe Tank
Farm in Danang destroyed a 32,000-barrel JP-4 tank. p. 23 -'

A QT-2PC, a new surveillance aircraft designed for silent
operations and utilizing very sensitive detection devices,

Xlproved its effectiveness during an evaluation flight in
providing intelligence to GAME WARDEN units. p. 23

Two PBR patrols from RIVSEC 511 on the Bassac River detected
a sampan crossing from the mainland to May Island. PBRs
closed in to investigate and came under fire from an AK-47.
The boats returned the are and destroyed the sampan. -hen
the PBRs attempted to rocover the remains of the sampan they
came under automatic and small-arms fire from enemy positions
on both the mainland and May Island. Unable to suppress the
f.ire the GAME WARDEN units cleared the area and a second PER
patrol arrived on the scene along with a Vietnamese Navy LSIL.
After three firing runs by the PBRs and the LSIL the enemy
fire was silenced. Three Navymen were wounded during the
engagcment while V3et Cong casualties totaled three known -

killed. P. 43

13 - 17 - Coastal Groups 12 and 13 conduct Operation LAM SON 194 in
cooperation with two ARVN infantry battalions, the VNMC's
Task Force "B" and an ARVN Ranger brigade. The combined
force killed 49 Viet Cong, ca.- ijred 58 others and detained
101 suspects. Numerous weapo were seized and 120 South
Vietnamese civilians were liberated from Viet Cong imprison-
ment. po 123

vii CONFIDENTIAL
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14 March - RADM K. L. VETH, USN, COMNAVFORV, presented the Presidential
Unit Citation to MINERON ELEVEN Detachment ALFFA. p. 109

17 - PCFs 24 and 28 conducted a naval gunfire mission against a
Viet Cong staging area 40 miles south of Saigon destroying
4 structures and heavily damaging 11 others, p. 10

24 - Vietnamese Navy (VNN) undertook the permanent responsibility
for two additional MARKET TIME stations bringing the total
of coastal surveillance stations manned by VNN ships to six.p. 3 :::':

25 - River Section 514 was activated at Nha Be. P. 49 ,
4*1

-'NSAD Tan My received 30-50 mortar rounds in the vicinity of
"the boat cove, fuel farm and cantonment area. The mortar,
attack resulted in three LCM-8 boats being damaged, several
holes in the POL pipelines and minor damage to a JP-4 tank. z.
P. 85

'* 25 - 27 - Operation QUYET THANG 82 was conducted with RAG 28 and two
ARVN infantry battalions. Tne force killed 103 Viet Cong
and captured 7 others, along with numerous weapons. p. 135

26 - The Phu Bai Base wao attacked with 174 rounds of rocket and
mortar fire. As a result of the attack 5 structures were
destroyed and 10 were severely damaged. The runway and ad-
Joining taxiway sustained 11 hits during the attazck. Three
direct hits on the runway caus*A crucial holes, Abich were "-"'
repaired in 4 hours. p. 85

CTF 116 conducted a combined GAME WARDEN/RAG operation kncwn
as BOLD DRAGON III against Tan Dinh Island. Viet Cong los"e3
consisted of 1 killed(body count),, 3 killed(probable)., and 20
bunkers, 3 buildings, 4 sampans, 3 motcrs, and 1 small amimuni"-
tion dump destroyed. p. 44-46

26 27 - Operation ThUONG CONG DINH{ ?!SDi41 conducted by RAGS 21,'33 and
23131, ARVN infantry, Rangers aid RF troops resulted in 68

1 iled, aeptured and numerous weapons and equipment
seized, One U.S. Army officer and 9 ARVN soldiers were killed;
62 were wounded. ro 142

29 March A Hoi Charnh led a SEAL platoon from Task Unit 11603o0 "Co an
enseV weapons cacho and factory in Kien Hoa Provin-e, about
10 miles south of Ben Tre, The cache was found i. twc c,'
crete rooms, hadder. b-wat o wo houses, measurng 5 fee$ -
by 6 feet by 10 feei, This was the first known tme =nat
ccn,-r6te atructrs4 of tnis type had been four ndn The Del-a, ,

"C," ,FIDNE___IA..
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•" - 31 March - The total strength of U. S. Naval personnel under the

operational control of NA7FO)RV was 31,789. In additien,

U. S. Navy personnel assigned to III Marine Amphibious

Force was 3,865, Ihile U. S. Coast Guard strenth was

n471
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COASTAL SURVEILLANCE FORCE (TASK FORCE 115,) ,. .. 4

During Marcih units of Operation MARKEr TIME and Operation

STABLE DOOR detected 108,720 junks and sampans along South Vietnam's

coastline and harbors; 30,848 of them were inspected and 26,262 were

boarded, The boardings resulted in the detention of 45 craft and

771 persons.

The sharp increase in Coastal Surveillance Force activity .

during March was attributed to the subsidence of the heavy fighting

that followed the Tet Offensive and the partial relaxation of the

strict curfew restrictions that were imposed in all harbors during

the weeks subsequent to the Tet holidays. Unseasonably fair weather

throughout the four coastal zones also contributed to the increase

in routine coastal surveillance activity.

OPERATION MARKET TINE

During March MARKET TIME units detected 68,885 junks and sam-

pans, an increase of over 40,000 from February's figures, Approxi-

imately 41 percent of the detected craft were inspected and almost

19 percent were boarded. The boardings resulted in the detention

of 38 craft and 538 suspicious persons. In tddition, 1,283 steel-
44

hulled craft were detected transiting MARKET TIME areas; 44 of the 4'.' -

"steel-hulled ,raft were boarded.

Other MARKET TIME activity during the month included support

for several ground operations; 258 naval gunfire support missions

"' CO11FIDENTIAL
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OPERATIONS IN THE FIRST COASTAL , "
March 1968

-- -- DEMILITARIZED ZONE
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' "and 39 hostile fire incidents, As a result of these operations 50

enemy structures and 21 junks were destroyed. In addition, 100 ,-

Viet Cong were killed (+ 5 probable), ,-

As of 24 March the Vietnamese Navy (V11) had assumed full

responsibility for the manning of two additional MARKET TIME pat rol

areas; one in the Second Coastal Zone and the other one in the Third

Coastal Zone. This assvmption of responsibility gave the VNN the S

sole responsibility for manning a total of six MARKET TIME patrol

areas,

Salvage and exploitation of the infiltration trawlers destroyed

during the early morning hours of 1 March continued during the month

with much valuable information concerning the construction of the -.

vessels and the composition of the cargo being gained, For addi-

tional details concerning the trawlers see Appendix I.

,..rst Coastal Zone

During March there was a sharp increase in Operation VIARKET

TIME activity in the First Coastal Zone as over 26,000 junks and

sampans were detected, an increase of approximately 20,000 from
I

February's total. Over 7,300 of the detected craft were inspected

and nearly 5,000 were boarded.

The weathier remained good throughout the First Coastal Zone
I

during most of the month and as a result, fishing activity and

routine coastal traffic approached the level recorded prior to

3 CONFIDENTIAL I
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the northeast monsoon season. ,

On the 3rd of March USCGC POINT CAUTION joined the U.S. Seventh

Fleet's USS HOLLISTER (DD788) and USS CARRONADE (IFSl) to provide -

harassment and interdiction fire on an area approximately 55 miles

northeast of Danang where U.S. Army 1st Air Cavalry Division reported .

the concentration of a North Vietnamese Army battalion. A later sweep

of the arca by ground units revealed 84 enemy troops had been killed

by the naval gunfire support ships.

On 1 March USS PERSISTENT (MSO491) discovered an abandoned

junk at anchor 52 miles southeast of Danang. A thorough search of

the area for personnel produced negative results. After a through

inspection and complete inventory was conducted, the junk was hoisted

aboard PERSISTENT for delivery to Danang for further exploitation.

Items found aboard the junk included a Chinese Communist flag. a

"Red Guard" arm band and numerr is small items bearing Chinese

characters.

During the early morning hours of 5 March, POINT CAUTION con-

ducted a harassment and interdiction gunfire mission on an enemy area

approximately 10 miles northwest of Hi•e. Three secondary explosions

resulted from the cutter's firing but the full extent of enemy casu-

alties was unknown,

During the evening of the same day, a Marine Combined Action

Group requested that PCF 27 conduct a naval gunfire mission against -

CONFIDENTIAL 4
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a Viet Cong propaganda team broadcasting from a position 14 miles

southeast of Danang. Two directed hits by the "Svift" boats' 81-m"

mortar silenced the load-speaker- out the number of enemy casualties , -,

were unknown, S

On the 7th the Vietnamese Navy's POM 619 requeasad the assist-

ance of PCF 20 in conducting a naval gunfire mission against a large

enemy troop concentration which was attacking the VNN's Coastal .

Group 16 base located approximately 5 miles east of Quan. Ngai.

Coastal Group 16 personnel spotted for the mission and observed manyr

of the enemy fall but they were unable to give an accurate report of •-•-

enemy casualties.

On the morning of 10 March the ammunition ramp at Cua Viet came

under an enemy artillery attack. The incoming artillery rounds deto-

nated the ammunition on the ramp and a large fir.! ensued. The 1st

Marine ANTRAC Battalion requested assistance in coordinating the

afloat effort from the Coast Guard's POINT ARDEN, PCF 81 also arrived

on the scene and assisted in fighting the fire. Three of POINT ARDEN's

crewmembers were wounded and the cutter sustained shrapnel and blast

damage as a result of a large explosion on the ramp. The ammunition .

fire was subsequently brought under control with no additional

casualties,

On 14 March PCF 57 detected ttwee sampans near the coast of

Cape Patangan. The "Swift", boat was unsuccessful in her attempt to

5 CONFIDEINTIAL 4
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OPERATIONS IN THE
%I SECOND COASTAL ZONE

March 1968

CG 21 BASE
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to 24 SASE 0
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hail the sampans with loud-speakers, siren and warning shots. ,

Task Force BARKER authorities were contacted for clearance to fire

upon the evading sampans and for the location of friendly units.

As permission to fire was granted the sampans beached and the occu-

pants fled to the nearby treeline. The beached sampans were then

partially destroyed by the PCF's 81-mm mortars and .50 caliber

machine-gun,

Also during the month, First Coastal Zone units supported

two ground opei-ations. On 16 and 17 March, PCF 81 provided a

blocking patrol fo:' a coastal sweep by Task Force BARKER units. On

the 30th PCFs 21 and 22 provided blocking patrols for a sweep by

units of the U.S. Army 1st Cavalry Division near the mouth of the

Cua Viet River. Both "Swift" boats received intense automatic-

weapons fire from the beach and one POF 22 crewmeinber suffered a

minor wound.I •Second Coastal '.one

"Routine MARKET TIME activity also increased sharply in the

"Second Coastal Zone during March. The zone's units detected over

34,000 junks and sampans during the month, an increase of nearly

20,000 from February's figure. Approximately 16,000 of the detected

"craft were inspected and over 4,500 were boarded. The resumption

of near-normal fishing activity and coastal cargo trat'fic resulted

"in the sharp increase in routine MARKET TIME detection.
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On 4 March, in action that indicated that the Aiet Cong intended .

to continue hit-and-run harassment tactics against Qui Nhon, the MARKET

TE base received approximately 50 rounds of automatic-weapons fire.

Enemy troops were observed on the hill behind the base and their posi-

tions weze saturated with 60-mm mortar fire. A later ground patrol of

the area discovered eleven 8 2-nm mortar rounds and several mortar fuse

caps,, but the extent of enemy personnel casualties was unknown. -,

On 13 March USCGC CAMPBELL (WHEC32) conducted a naval gunfite

mission against a Viet Cong staging area 22 miles northeast of Phan

Thiet° The mission, requested by the Naval Gunfire Liaison Officer

at Phan Thiet, resulted in one structure destroyed and four structures

damaged.

While on a routine MARKET TIME patrol on the 23rd, PCF 48 closed

the beach approximately 13 miles north-northeast of Nha Trang in search .. -'

of contacts, As the PCF neared the beach it received two rounds of

what appeared to be recoilless-rifle fire. The "Swift" boat irtmedi-

ately opened the beach to a sif(. distance and suppresscd the hostile

fire with mortar and 50 caliber machine-gun fire. There were no

friendly casualties as a result of the hostile fire.

Third Coastal Zone

AJLRKIIT TIME activity also increased in the Third Coastal Zone

during March, as 6,170 junks and sampans were detected, an increase

of over 4'600 from February's total. Forty-eight percent of the

S9 CO1FIDENTIAL
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detected craft were inspected and nearly 23 percent were boarded. As 0-.

in the past several months, MARIET TIME units in the Third Coastal Zone

engaged in many hostile fire incidents and conducted numerous naval gun-

fire support missions. .

On the 6th of March the Coast Guard's POINT LEAGUE was providing

security and logistic support for a beach survey approximately 50 miles

northeast of Vung Tau when the participating Underwater Demolition Team 0

(UDr) received hostile fire from the beach. The cutter returned and

suppressed the fire, killing two Viet Cong and then evacuated the UDT

personnel.

PCF 68 conducted a naval gunfire mission against an enemy position

34 miles south of Saigon on 7 March. The mission, requested by Binh Dai

.0sub-sector authorities, utilized an airborne spotter and resulted in two

Viet Cong killed and one wounded, plus one structure destroyed and four

damaged.

On the 17th, PCFa 24 and 68 conducted a naval gunfire mission against

a Viet Cong staging area 40 miles south of Saigon, Utilizing .50 caliber

machine-gun and 81-m mortars. the PCFs destroyed 1, structures and heavily

damaged 11 others.

On the 20th, in response to a request from Bac Lieu sector authorities, "' "

PCF 95 and USCGC POINT KENNEDY conducted a naval gunfire mission against a "

reported 2 enemy platoons 57 miles northeast of Ca Mau Point, Responding

to corrections transmitted by an airborne spotter, the two MARKET TIME

CONFIDENTIAL 10 _
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units left three houses and two haystacks burning and an unkncwn number

of trenches destroyed. The extent of enemy personnel casualties were

On 23 March in response to a request from sector authorities, PCF

103 took an area 33 miles south of Saigon under fire with her 81-m

mortar. A subsequent report from sector intelligence personnel indicated

that three Viet Cong were killed and four were wounded as a result of

the "Swift" boat's firing. One structure was also destroyed during the

mission.

While on patrol on the 30th, PCF 95 observed six Viet Cong on the

beach 60 miles northeast of Ca Mau Point, With an airborne spotter -'

transmitting adjustments and PCF 70 assisting, PCF 95 commenced fire

with 81-mm mortar and .50 caliber machine guns. The "Swift" boats

"scored several direct hits on the bunker complex and burned four

houses. The number of enemy killed was unknown..

In support of gound operations, PCFs 35 and 39 provided a seaward

blocking force for an Australian Army sweep 13 miles northeast of Vung

Tau on 25 March. The PCes detained four suspicious persons from ji)sks

in the area.

Fourth Coastal Zone

MARKET TIME units in the Fourth Coastal Zone were very active

during March. In addition to detecting over 6,700 junks and s•ampans,

- over ?,200 of which were inspected and 1,944 boarded, the zone's units
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were involved in numerous hostile fire incidents and gunfire support

missions during the month.

On the 5th) PCF 49 received a request for urgent naval gunfire

support from an ARVN outpost, 41 miles northwest of Rach Gia, that was

under attack, The PCF received intermittent and sporadic small-arms

fire during the mission with no resulting material or personnel casual-

ties. With an airborne spotter transmitting adjustments, the PCF sup-

pressed thE enery fire and initiated three secondary explosions,

During the afternoon of 6 March PCF 73 was directed to an area

on the north central coast of Phu Quoc Island where an Arny visual

reconnaissance plane had observed three camouflaged sanpans. The PCF

took the sampans under fire with 81-mm mortars and .50 caliber machine-

gun fire and destroyed the three craft, Area fire was conducted in the

immediate vicinity of the sampans and one large secondary explosion with

heavy black smoke-and several large fires was observed.

On 9 March PCF 59 was requested to concbict a naval gunfire Plission

against an enemy position 40 miles northwest of Rach Gia, The airborne

spotter, who had requested the mission, reported excellent area coverage

by the "Swift" boat's 81-mm mortar which destroyed 10 hootches and 2

7 military structures.

On the 13th, in response to a request from Army authorities at

Song Ong Doc, USCGC WINONA (WHEC65) conducted a naval gunfire mission

against a suspected Viet Cong battalion staging area 29 miles north-

13 CONFEDENTIAL
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northeast of Ca Mau Point. As a resilt of the cutter's firing, three

structures were destroyed and seven were damaged.

While attempting to close the .beach to inspect sampans on the 20th, "'

PCF 92 received hostile fire from an area 38 miles northwest of Rach Gia.

A bunker complex was sighted in the area and taken under fire with .50

caliber machine-gun and 81-nmm mortars but the hostile semi-automatic and

automatic-weapons fire could not be suppressed.

On 22nd, PCF 92 took five evading sampans under fire, 14 miles

northeast of Cu Mau Point, after they ignored warning shots. The

"Swift" boat destroyed two of the sampans, damaged two and captured one

other. The captured sampan was turned over to U S. Army authorities

at Song Ong Doe.

On 23 March USCGC ANDROSCOGGIN (WHEC68) conducted a naval gunfire

mission against a Viet Cong ammunition storage area 48 miles north-north-

east of Ca Mau Point. A spotter aircraft reported that 90 percent of the

cutter's 91'/38 rounds were on target and assessed the gun damage at 28

structures and 2 sampan& damaged, 3 Viet Cong killed and 4 wounded.

MAMKET TIME UNITS

Dlhing the mcnth of March the Vietnamese Navy had an average of

eignt PGMs and two PCEs assigned daily to MARKET TIME operations. In

addition, VNN forces assigned to MARKET TIME utilized an MSC and an

ISSL during portions of the month, A Royal Thai Navy PGM was also

CONIiDENTIAL 14
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assigned to MARKET TIME forces in the Fourth Coastal Zone throughout the "

month.

k\Q 44

'USS GALLUP (PG85) cuts through water of the South China Sea while on MARKET .'...
TIME patrol.

During Marchp aircraft from four patrol squadrons provided air sur- •i']!

veillanct, for Operation MARKET TIME. A detachment of patrol Squadron

T`.:ENY-SIX (VP26) flew P3B Orions from U Tapao, Thailand. Meanwhile,)....

detachments from VP 2., VP 17 and VP 42 flew SP-24 Neptunes from Cam Ranh ,:]

Bay.

Throughout the month the following U.S. SEVENTH Fleet ships operatedT
as MAlRKET forunits during the indic a chme oatrol Squadronae"
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Dates

DER .324 USS FALGOUT 16-31
DER 334 USS FU oRS 1-13
DER hoo USS HISSEM 6-31
DER 331 USS KOTME 1-?
DER 387 USS VANCE 13-31
INST 1077 USS PARK COUNTY 1-31
NSC 198 USS PEACOCK 1-18
MSO 426 USS CONFLICT 1-12
_SO 432 12-30

MO45USENDURANCE 1-12
150 1433 USS ENGAGE 12-31
MO U46 uss FORTIFY 21-31.
MSO 45S6 USS I" ,:LMCT 12-30
1450 4149 USS F -ERVIOUS 12-31
MSO 455S USS IMPLICIT 1-12
MSO 491 USS PERSISTENT 1-31
PG 841 USS ASHEVILIE 1-3:1-
PG 88 USS CROCKETT 1- 30L
PG 85 USS GALLUP 1-31
SMSC 68 USCGC ANDROSCOGGIN 14-31
WHEC 32 USCGC CAMPBELL 7-27
wHEC 67 USCSC ME TOK 1-16
WHEC 65 USCGC WINONA 1-124

MARKET TINE STATISTICAL SUMMARY
March 1968

1. U. S. Ships/Craft:
DER MSO MSC WPB PCF LST PG W1EC "'

Daily average number
ofcraftonpatrol 2 14 1 1O4 37 1 1 3

2. U. S. Activity:

TOTAL DETECTED WOOD DA a i 4164~ NIGHT 2,4

STEEL DAY 663 NIGHT 6oo
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TOTAL INSPECTED WOOD - DAY 16_758 NIGHT lo.66.
* - 28,1382

STEEL - DAY 507 NIGFT 453

TOTAL BOARDED WOOD - DAY 9,591 NIGHT 2.,938
12,573

STEEL - DAY 38 NIGHT 6

TOTAL DETAINED JUNKS - PEOPLE 538

3. Naval Gunfire Support Missions:

Total Missions: 258

4. Hostile Fire Incidents:

Total incidents:

OPERATION STABLE DOOR

All STABLE DOOR units maintained normal patrols and surface sur-

veillance posture during the month of March. Strict curfew restrictions

remained in effect throughout the harbors of Vietnam during the month, thus

reducing the aggregate of junks and suspicious persons detained.

During March, Operation STABLE DOOR patrols detected 39,835 junks

and sampans; 3,426 of these were inspected. Of the 3,733 craft boarded,

7 were detained along with 233 persons.

Inshore Undersea Warfare Unit One (IUWU 1) At Vung Tau detained a

tot.l of 3 junks and 36 persons during the month. The suspects were

detained fer improper identification, curfew violations and suspicious

actions.

On 29 March patrol craft assigned to IgWU 1 were called upon to

19 CONFIDENTIAL
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render assistance in the rescue of two personnel involved in the crash

of an Army Mohawk aircraft in Vung Tau Bay. LCPL-33 rescued one Army

aviator, the co.-pilot. Unfortunately., the pilot lost his life in the -

accident and his body was recovered by ITJWU 1's small craft the following-

day,

A sampan moves alongside a U.S. Navy Personnel Landing Craft (LCPL) of 4
Operation STABLE DOOR to be inspected before entering Cana Ranh Bay.
These harbor defense craft guard against poi-sible infiltration of enemy

* men and supplies into the harbors of South Vietnar..
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During Narch IUWU 2 at Cam Ranh Bay detained a total of 20 persons

and14 Junks0

On 31 March the EOD team assigned to IUW 2 at Cam Ranh Bay was

directed to proceed to Chu Lai to conduct special salvage operations on 7.

an enemy trawler which had been sunk by MARKET TIME forces. During the

%eriod 32-15 March, the team conducted search and salvage operations and

recovered smali. azount3 of enemy ordnance. The detonation resulting from

the trawler's attempted self-destruction effectively destroyed the builk

of the ordnance carried.

IUWU 3 continued operations at Qui Nhon during the month and detained

only one person.

On 7 March, IUWU 3 was advised by the SS AFRICAN GLADE of an explosion

approximately 20 feet from her stern0  Patro' craft and EOD personnel com-

menced a search of the immediate area with negative resuilts.

IUWU 4 continued operations in the Nha Trang area during March, The

units detained a total of 176 persons during the month.

On 2 March patrol craft from I'JUT 4 and EOD personnel from IUW(s 4

and 2 were directed to proceed to an area approximately 13 miles north-

northeast of the Harbor Entrance Control Point site at Nha Trang to con-

duct salvage operations on an enemy trawler that had been sunk by MARKET . -

TIME forces on 1 March, During the daylight hours of 2A4 March and 6-3

March, the EOD team conducted diving operations and recovered a large

amount of enemy ordnance, both within the 5n'nken trawler and in th' b ttc

area,

CONFIDENTIAL 22
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RIVER PATROL FORCE (Task Force 116)

The communist insurgents continued to employ rockets and automatic

weapons in their attacks against PBR patrols with increased effectiveness -

during the month; however, the river patrol boats were not deterred from -: -L"0

their role of interdiction of the enemy. In one 2-day period (23-25 March)

in five separate incidents, scattered throughout the Delta and the Rung

Sat Special Zone, 3 PBR sailors were killed and 20 were wounded when their

patrols were ambushed by the Vint Cong employing RPG-2 and RPG-7 rockets.

GAPE WARDEN units resolutely pursued the Viet Cong to exert a mounting

pressure on the enemy, During 3 encounters with the communist, SEALs - S

seized significant ordnance cache about 10 miles south of Ben Tre. Later

the same morning SEALs teamed with armed Navy helicopters in the execution

of an "Operation QUICK-KILL" (the employment of a quick reaction force),

after a PBR patrol was fired on, netted 27 Viet Cong killed in a 3-hour

engagement.

On 7 March, after a 10-day evaluation of the Patrol Air Cushion

Vehicle (PACV) for GAME WARDEN operations, Commander Task Force 116

reported to Commander Naval Forces Vietnam that the mechanical unreli-

ability of the craft and the limitations imposed on it by teirain rendered

it unsuitable for employment by Task Force ll6. On 2 March the three in-

country PACVs were returned to the operational control of CTF 117.

On 13 March a QT-2PC, a new surveillance aircraft, designed to

operate almost silently and utilizing very sensitive detection devices,

23 CO0FIDEUTIAL
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proved its effectiveness during an evaluation flight in providing intel-

ligence to GAME WARDEN units by detecting eight large junks transiting at

night on a canal in the Dung Island complex near the mouth of the Bassac -.

River. Two PBRs from Task Unit I16.1.2 and a helicopter fire team from

Task Unit 116.1.8 responded as a reaction force. The combined helioopter

and PBR attack destroyed or heavily damaged all the junks.

In an enemy vulnerability study submitted to Commander, U.S. Naval -

Forces, Vietnam, Commander Task Force 116 (CTF 116) stated that the enemy

continued to demonstrate an increased capability to employ small groups

armed with automatic weapons, rockets and recoilless rifles In ambushes

and as security forces across line of communications crossing corridors.

The enemy firing bunkers provided relative security from PBR suppressive

fire, and continual ground sweeps in the enemy areas rarely returned

significant results, in viH.ew thereof, CTF 116 recommended that urgent

consideration be given to the establishment of a 10 to 20 man well-trained,

experienced quick-reactionforce under the cperatein;l control of CTF 116.

During the month GAME WARDEN units were involved in 151 fire fights

and killed .68 of the enemy while sustaining losses of 4 Navymen killed

and 64 wcunded in aczi:no S.n-s the o-omrencement of G1AI WARDEN cperations

a kill rat-.o of 0 to I has been attained.

I CORPS RIVER PATROL GROUP'"'

PBRs of River Section 521 continued to patrol the Perf.-re River between

Tan My and Hue, inspecting indiger. us craft, as well as prcviidlng escorts
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for the river convoys. In addition the patrol boats provided a waterway

blocking force for U.S. Marines and U.S, Army ground operations in the

Phu VTang and Phu Tu districts near Hue., bringing their guns to bear on

enemy positions.

Na,

~ ''NZ
___ 

R

A

Heavly rme rivr ptro boaa (B~s prvideescrt or aNavV sppl
convoy~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ aln hS-esrtho h PrueRvrbtenTnM n

Heav ilylned rine patrowhle seoatgs (aB cronvoy ecort fodr assge tov suppl

Force CLEARWATER. IT HOOPERts convoy, composed of 5 LCUs and 3 LC1Y-8

logistical craft, 2 LCYI-6 minesweepers, 2 armed LCPL patrol craft and
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2 U.S. Marine Corps armed helicopters, departed Cua Viet bound for Dong

Ha to deliver vital cargo to beleagured free world forces. As the con-

voy approached tle mouth of the Hien Giang River, it was ambushed by

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces who were entrenched in heavily

fortified bunkers along both banks of the river. The enemy rained a

deadly hail of crossfire from heavy automatic weapons, small arms and

recoilless rifles on the convoy. LT HOOPER reacted to the ambush in a U

swift, bold and decisive manner as he climbed to the conning area of the

YFU64, on which he was embarked, and from an exposed position he effec-

tively directed the convoy units in evading the enemy fire and returning

accurate and suppressive fire at the enemy positions. For 30 minutes the :

battle raged and as the last unit had cleared the ambush zone, YFU64

received a direct hit in the conning area that mortally wounded LT HOOPERo

As a result of his superb leadership, the convoy fought its way through

to its destination with the vital supplies it carried.

RUNG SAT SPECIAL ZONE RIVER PATROL GROUP

On 20 March, when returning from a routine Long Tau River patrol,

PBR 42, from River Section 543, was lifted 2 to 3 feet out of the water -:

by a possible watermine detonation 2 miles southeast of Nha Be, The boat ....

proceeded to Nha Be after the boat began taking on water from a 6-foot

split in the keel aft of the coxswains' flat, A helicopter light fire

team, airborne at the time, reconnoitered both banks of the river in

the vicinity of the incident with negative results, A regional force
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ambush team also landed on the scene of the incident with negative results.

There were no personnel casualties sustained.

On 24 March two PBRs came under an RPG-7 rocket attack while conducting

a special Ratrol on the Dong Tranh River 9 miles southeast of Nha Be. This 0

was the reported area of the Viet Cong T-1O Battalion. One rocket impacted

against one of the PBRs and another rocket was a near miss, exploding close

astern. The PBRs commenced firing runs against the enemy firing position

and on the third run the aecond PBR was hit by two RPG-7 rounds (one was

a dud) inflicting minor wounds on the crew, while two more rounds landed

close astern. With the firing p- ition now pin-pointed the boats directed
Ilk

their .50 caliber fire at the enemy suppressing any further fire. As the

PBRs marked the target area with .50 caliber tracers, U.S. Army and U.S.

Air Force Forward Air Controllers (FAC) overhead directed 150-imri Royal

Thai artillery and USAF fixed wing airstrikes onto the enemy positions.

Two secondary explosions were observed. Enemy casualties were undetermined;

however, seven PRR sailors, and one Vietnameb, navyman received minor

wounds,

DELTA RIVER PATROL GROUP

Operations in the Mekong (ry Tho) River

On 1 March, a PBR patrol operating about 7 miles northeast of Vinh

Long observed two sampans that had taken evasive action. When the sampans

failed to heed the patrols' warning shots to halt for inspection the PBRs

opened fire. Sniper fire was received from undetermined positioris; however,
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no friendly casualties were sustained. The sampans were destroyed and at

least three Viet Cong were killed as another river crossing was thwarted.

On 6 March, a Navy helicopter light fire team on a routine patrol

in the Sa Dec area was called by the Kien Van sub-sector advisor to aid

his element in contact with enemy troops 6 miles northwest of Sa Dec.

The "Seawolves" received ground fire as they approached the target area

and in coordination with the Vietnamese ground elements put in an air-

strike. The strike routed a number of Viet Cong in trenches; however,

additional enemy troops remained in a tree line north of the initial

strike area. The "Seawolves" attacked the tree line, followed by a

front-line attack by the ARVN troops, The Navy helicopters killed seven

of the enemy and were instrumental in aiding the ground units in the

capture of eight enemy troopers. There were no U.S. casualties, but

one ARVN soldier was killed in the A hour engagement. It was determined

that the enemy had established an ambush t, attack PBRs; however, the

Viet Cong scheme of manuevers was thwarted by the arrival of the ARVN.

On the evening of 10 March, a platoon of SEALs landed on the

southern bank of t+e My Tho River 1½ miles southwest of )Y Tho and

shortly thereafter rmade contact with a local Vietnamese civilian whose

father had been killed by the Viet Cong. Because of his hatred for the

Viet Cong, the civilian had agreed to provide information concerning the

local communist insurgents, ThI SEALs were led to a house where there
I O

were three Viet Congt however, as the Navymen approached, the enemy were
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alerted when a dog barked. As the three communists attempted to escape

the SEALs killed them. They were identified as the hamlet security chief

and two hamlet cadre. The SEALs were led to another house where they ""

captured a female identified as a Viet Cong communication liaison cadre.

The female provided information relative to the location of a Viet Cong

tax collector; however, a search of the area failed to produce positive

results. The SEALs withdrew from the area the following morn.ing. The

identity of the civilian was not disclosed to protect this valuable

source of information on which future SEAL operations could be predicated.

On 13 March, under the cover of darkness, the 7th platoon of SEAL

Detachment ALFA landed about 13 miles east of My Tho, off the Cua Tien

River. After the SEALs were put ashore they patrolled inland about a

mile where the platoon split. Squad 7B moved to the northwest, as

Squad 7A patrolled in a northeasterly direction. At 0200, 7A engaged

and killed two Viet Cong. Upon hearing many voices to the east of their

position, the uquad evaded to the north followed by approximately 50

Viet Cong. The squad set up a perimeter defense and called for a heli-

copter fire team to provide overhead cover and a helicopter withdrawal.

Before the helicopters arrived the squad encountered and engaged about

20 ene. troops moving in from the east, "Seawolves" put in airstrikes

and the SEALs were able to withdraw by a troop lift helicopter. Meanwhile,

Squad 7B also encountered about 20 Viet Cong in barrack-type structures

to the west of Squad 7A. Squad 7B evaded to the south where they established
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a perimeter defense to await a "Seawolf" strike and a helicopter airlift.

By 0330 all SEALs were helicopter lifted from the area leaving 16 Viet

Cong known dead behind, Foixr of the Navy raiders from Squad 7B and a

Vietnamese interpreter were wounded by grenade fragments during the

engagement, -0.

On the afternoon of 24 March, units of River Section 513 were engaged

in a savage action with the enemy that claimed the lives of three PBR crew-

men and wounded five more. The boats, PBRs 33 and 99, had just completed -

a medical evacuation of nine wounded and two dead Vietnamese soldiers

from an outpost on the Nha Nau Canal, about 7 miles southeast of Sa Dec.

As the boats ernered a curve in the canal, leading to the Mekong River',

the Viet Cong opened up with a deadly fusillade of rocket and recoilless-

rifle fire. The first rounds hit PBR 99, the cover boat, which iruediately -*

capsized duwping the crew and wounded Vietnamese into the canal. The boat

sank; howefer., the installed flotation material kept the bow above the

water. The crew swam to the opposite bank with several of the wounded

Vietnamese and proceeded to a nearby outpost where they were subsequently

recovered. Meanwhile, PBR 33, the lead boat, still under attack was the

target of numerous RPG-7 rockete. Direct hits killed the patrol officer,

Boatswain's Mate First Class George F, PROFFER, USN, and the after gunner,

Gunnerts Mate Third Class Ronald R. LAKE, USN, instantly. The boat captain,

Boatswain First Clas3 Arthur 0, PRENDERGAST, USN, though mortally wounded
0

and intermittently losing consciousness stayed at the wheel of the boat,
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to clear the attack area, until he fell, PRENDGERGAST died while en route

to Dong Tam for medical treatment. Four additional PBR's and a light

- helicopter fire team were soon on the scene and commenced providing sup-

pressing fire against the enemy positions and aid to the wounded crewmen -

and stricken craft. The crippled PBR 33 was escorted to Sa Dec and later

that night the sunken PBR 99 was towed from the area and subsequently

refloated. Four additional PBR sailors were wounded in the battle, Enemy

casualties were undetermined.

Operations in the Ham Luong River

Late on the evening of 6 March a PBR patrol intercepted a 3ampan

with nine occupants crossing the river from the north bank about 6 miles

northwest of Ben Tre. When the sampan ignored warning shots to stop for

inspection the patrol boats opened fire. The occupants were seen leaping

over the side as the firing continued. Five Viet Cong bodies were found

"- later. In view of the intensi1fof the PBR fire it was highly suspected

that the remaining four were either killed or seriously wounded. Thirty

rounds of 7.62 Russian ammunition, one footlocker, six Viet Cong uniforms,

documents and the engine were taken from the sampan before it was destroyed.

The next morning, about ½ mile west of Ben Tre, a PBR patrol encountered .

heavy automatic-weapon, small-arms and rocket fire, As +' PBR sailors

commenced a return fire, a B-40 rocket slammed into the after ,50 caliber

machine-gun of PBR 715 mortally wounding the afteýr gunner, Enginerman

Third Class Daniel D. WEBB, USN, and wounding three other crewmen, The

33 COUFIDENTIAL
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boat cleared the area as additional rockets exploded in the water*

Enemy casualties were undetermined.0  K:

On the morning of 20 March a PBR Datrol from River Section '34

detected and pursued a 28-foot sampan crossing the Ham Luong River.,

about 7 miles west of Ben Tre, in a known Viet Cong crossing corridor

and in violation of the established curfew. Upon sighting the PBR's

the sampan evaded to the south bank ignoring all warning shots. The

sampan elected to exchange fire with the patrol boats rather than

'heed the order to stop. The PBRs opened up with their machine-guns

setting the enemy craft on fire. The patrol boats closed the burning

sampan and counted five dead Viet Cong. In addition six males and four

female insurgents were detained. Captured was one U.S. carbine, various

amounts of amunitioN approximately one pound of documents, including

Viet Cong movement and personnel orders. Also seized were a number of

non-descript uniforms. The sampan was destroyed and the detainees were

turned over to Vietnamese authorities at Ben Tre. -

In the early morning hours of 29 March a Hoi Chant led a SEAL

platoon from Task Unit 116.3.0 to a large enemy weapons cache and arms

iactory in Kien Hoa Province, about 10 miles south of Ben Tre. PBRs

proceeded • miles up a small canal off the Ham Luong River and at 0600

landed the SEALs within 100 yards of the cache. As the SEALs moved into

the village they killed four Viet Cong, Sporadic small-arms fire was

received throughout the operation as Navy "tSeawulves," ,;ix PBRS and
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USS HUNTERDON COUNTY (LST838) covered the operation. The "Seawolves"

killed one additonal Viet Cong and the LST provided harassment and

interdiction fire. The cache was found in two concrete rooms, hidden

beneath two houses, measuring 6 feet by 6 feet by 10 feet, being used

as a weapons factory and storage area. Captured or destroyed were the

following items t

Claymore mine, 10 lb. 21-
Claymore mine, 2 lb. 7
Water mine, 8 lb. 5.
Water mineo 5 lb. 25Grenade fuse 50
Blasting capp electric 50 . .
Mortar incr•ements 10 -120-mn locally produced rockets(of high quality) 5 box

Launching tube for 120-mm rocket 1
Tools, dies and taps for producing grenades 4 boxc.'
Ordnance documents 20 lbs.
Medical supplies 1 box
7.62 CHICOM long ammunition 6 cases
Assorted CHICOM ammurnition 2 cases
German Schmeisser machine gun 3
C/S grenades 19
Rifle grenade launchers 3
C}IICOM freg grenades 25
Locally produced frag grenades 7 boxes
Grenade pins and rings 1 box
Grenade spoons and strikers 2 boxes
Assorted machine tools (rocket molds) 1 box
Machine gun receiver group 1
M-1 ,:arbine rifle
?q-im recoilless rifle w/mounts and tripods 2 .
Small anrs primers 2 cases
Fase lighters and caps I case
6 0-mm mortar primers I case
82-am iaortar fuses 3
7.62 crimped cartridges 1 box
CHICOM 7.62 carbine rifle 1
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Destroyed
7•-mm recoilless rounds 8 , 0
Fragmentation grenades .1 cases
Tools 5 boxes
Wire 1 col,

As many of the captured items as possible were loaded into the PBRs; -

however, low tide conditions forced the boats to withdraw before the

loading was completed. The weapons factory and storage area was blown

up as the SEALs withdrew at 0930,

Although there had been reports of cement being used in the Delta

by the Viet Cong, this was the first time such a structure had been

found.

The former enemy soldier who led the GAME WARDEN units to the

enezV sits rallied to the PBRs on 27 March. He related that he had

been forced to go without food for 2 to 3 days at a time because PBRs

had prevented the Viet Cong from moving food supplies on the river.

He also stated that the river patrols had made it impossible for the

Viet Cong to cross the river for the past 2 weeks.

Operations in the Co Chien River

On 6 March PBRs 138 and 119 of River Section 523, while supporting

a Vietnamese troop lift to an outpost 3 miles southeast of their base

at Vinh Long, came under sniper Lire, The fire was returned and sup-

pressed by the patrol which then withdrew to the Co Chien River. The

boats were standing by in mid-river when suddenly from positions on

a nearby island the Viet Cong commenced a fierce barrage of automatic-

weapons and rocket fire. The first RPG type rocket hit the forward
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.50 caliber mount on PER 138. Even though the explosion was a low order

detonation the force was sufficent enough to blow the forward gunner over-

board. PBR 119 manuevered between the enemy firing positions and the lead

boat to provide a cover while the lead boat picked up the wounded sailor.

Four more rounds were fired, but missed the boats, before the PBRs could

suppress the enemy fire. The patrol headed back to Vinh Long with the

wounded consisting of three PBR crewmen (one serious) anci one Vietnamese

Maritime policeman. After arriving at the PBR base, PBR 119 was joined

by PBR i1410.

The patrol headed back to the ambush area now armed with a 60-m_

mortar and immediately drew small-arms fire on arrival. The fire was

quickly suppressed at which time the patrol mortared the tree line behind

the Initial ambush site. The patrol, upon learning that the outpost was

n1w under attack, proceeded up the canal to aid the Vietnamese units.

When the patrol started receiving fire from houses south of the outpost

the boats moved in close to the houses and destroyed them with 50 caliber

machine-gun fire. All enemy fire ceased. Casualties inflicted on the

enemy were undetermined.

On the morning of 6 March the maximum use of a Navy team was empl oyed _

resulting in a substantial enemy casualty tollo The action began when the

SEAL 7th platoon and an element of a Vietnamese Provincial Recionnaissance .

Unit ergaged the Viet Cong 531st Company and elements of the 509th at 0700

about 3 miles north of Phu Virh° Throughout the day PBRs provided
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neutralizing fire as needed while the Navy "Seawolves" maintained con- _

stant air support, The ground units reported that many lives were saved

by the coordinated fire by the patrol craft and armed helicopters during

the 7-hour operation. There were 6 known Viet Cong killed and 20 wounded, S

There were at least 15 other that were probably killed; howevert their

bodies were not found. One of the dead was identified as the commander

of the 531st Viet Cong Company. The ground units also captured 1 AK-47

rifle, 1 BAR, one .45 caliber pistol, 12 grenades and 700 rounds of

S-assorted ammunition. There were no friendly casualties.

On 24 March, 5 miles east of Vinh Long, PBRs 134 and 85 of River

Section 522, came under rocket and automatic-weapons fire while on a

routine patrol. The enemy attacked from several positions and fired

at least seven RPG-7 rockets at the boats. PBR 134 took two hits -

one in the starboard bow which exited through the port midship; the

second hit starboard midship, destroyed the radio and radar equipment

and wounded two crewmen. PBR 134 cleared the area while PBR 85 con-

tinued to return fire on the enemy positions; however, it was not until

•.the "Seawolves" arrived, shortly thereafter, with their 2.75 inch rocket

`A 2and machine-gun fire that the Viet Cong fire was suppressed, Enemy

casualties were undetermined.

Operations in the Bassac River

On 5 March, following Viet Cong attacks on three outposts just

east of Tra On, Navy "Seawolves" conducted air strikes along a tree
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line from which enemy fire had previously originated that day, The Navy

helicopters opened their attack with a level bombing run dropping 20-

pound bombs directly on target0  The initial attack was followed by

rocket and machine-gun passes, as the Viet Cong returned fire with heavy

automatic weapons. The enemy ground fire hit the lead aircraft, twice,

hii wounding one crewman. The "Seawolves" continued their attack o-ntll a•2l

rockets were expended, leaving six Viet Cong dead, five wounded, onse

structure destroyed, three structures damaged and three tons of rice

destroyed,

On 8 March, acting on intelligence that 5 to 10 Viet Cong taxi

collectors were operating 7 miles southeast of Tra On, on the southern

bank of the river, PBRs landed Popular Force troops to conduct a ground

sweep while "Seawolves" patrolled overhead. The Vietnamese troops scon

gained contact and drove the Viet Cong into a field The "Seawolves"'

reacted immediately with an airstrike in the area where a Viet Cong was

seen running, The Popular Force troops later found seven dead Viet Corg..

There were no friendly casualties.

On 12 March a PBR blockade established about 20 miles up river from

the Binh Thuy base successfully engaged the enemy. The boats from River

Section 511 had been on station all night and had encountered sp :-adc .

automatic weapens fire during the long wai At first laght ARVN troops -

resumed a grout.d sweep in the areap that had started the day before, and

began flushling out the enemy, A 40-foot junk with abo'-t 30 Vtet .tng
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aboard attempted to run the blockade. The PBRs opened fire on the junk,

destroying it and then directed their weapons' fire along the bank. The

patrol craft killed 2, by body count, wounded 7 and in view of the volum-

inous barrage directed against the enemy junk it was highly probable that

18 others were killed. (It is not unusual, due to the swift river currents,

to lose sight of a body once it enters the water). The PBRs concluded

their action by also destroying four sampans.

On 13 March, two PBR patrols from River Section 511, while transiting

the Bassac River, 7 miles southeast of Can Tho, detected a sampan crossing

from the mainland to May Island. When the patrol closed the sampan, a

Viet Cong in the sampan opened fire on the lead boat of the patrol with

an AK-47 automatic rifle. The patrol immediately returned the fire des-

troying the sampan and killing three communist insurgents. As the PBRs _

attempted to recover the remains of the sampan they received intense auto-

matic-weapons and small-arms fire from enemy positions on both the mainland

and MayIsland. The patrol once again retaliated with all their weaponry

and set off a secondary explosion on Maylcland. A red fireball followed

"by smoke and flames rose 30-40 meters in the air and the fire continued

to burn for over an hour. The patrol made another firing pass at the

island but was unsuccessful in suppressing the enemy guns. In the action,

the forward gunner on the lead boat sustained a serious wound. The PBRs

*J cleared the area and called for a helicopter medical evacuation.

A second PBR patrol arrived on the scene shortly and continued the
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engagement along with a Vietnamese Navy LSIL that had also joined in

the river battle, Meanwhile, the air rescue of the wounded PBR sailor

was aborted when the rescue helicopter and the covering Navy armed

helicopters received intense ground fire. The wounded sailcr was sped

up the river by boat tc Can Tho, where an ambulance rushed him to the

hospital. Action at the scene of the ambush continued and after three

firing runs by the two PBRs and the LSIL the enemy fire was silenced.

Three Navymen were wounded in the fierce engagement. Viet Cong casual-

ties totaled three known killed. Casualties ashore were undetermined.

SEALS of the 8th Platoon waiting in ambush on the night of 14

March, 9 miloe west of Can Thc observed a man in a sampan approaching

close to the bank where the ambush was posted, Two of the Navymen

sprung into the sampan and captured the lone occupant who was armed

with a U.S. M-I rifle. Upon questioning, the captive identified him-

self as a member of the Viet Cong Tay Do Battalion. The Viet Cong was

gagged and bound and the SEALs once again silently waited at their

ambush site. One hour later another sampan with six occupants appr:va,:hed.

The SFALs spewed forth a hail of bullets killing all six eeny, Found • -

in the sinking sampan were documents, assorted ammunition, ,ommirnnn: .a.icns

equipment, grenades and medical supplies, There were no friendly

casualties.

On 26 March Commander Task Force 116 conidLu t(e I ". c.orb ned Gi-MIf, AdfL•-,N/

River Assault Grcup cperation against Tan D[rd island, a Viet C,:ng stro-..g"
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U.S. Navy SEALs set charges on a V-iet Cong bunker in the Mekong Delta.
The assault, conducted by U.S. -Vietnamese Navy task force units., took
place on Tan Dinh Island on the Bassac River and was part of Operation
BOLD DRAGON III.

hold in the lower Bassac River. Known~ as BOLD DRAGON III, the operation

employed 14 PBRs., USS JENNIN'IS COUNTY (LST846),t 2 light helicopter fire

teams, a rocket-equipped LCM-6, ax. armored LOPL and LCM-~6. and a SEAL
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platoon, all from Task Group 116.1 and RAG 25/29 riverine craft with S 6

Regional Force/Popular Force (RF/PF) troops from Tra On sub-sector -.

embarked,

The attack began at 0900 with harassing and interdicting fire S q

from the IST, LCM, PRBs,Monitors, and FOMs (V-bottomed river craft

about the size of an LCVP), and air strikes by the helicopters. At

1000 the SEALs and ?Fs landed to destroy bunkers and buildings. S 6

After making contact with a small enemy force, they withdrew. The

entire force then transited the narrow channel between the island

and the mainland, putting in destructive fire on enemy fortifications A .

along the banks. The armored LCM-6 employed a I06-mm recoilless rifle

mounted on a wooden deck above the well deck. Helicopters concluded

the operation at 1300 by dropping on the island 6 CS gas canisters,

which release gas over a 30-day period, and 93 anti-disturbance

mechanisms. There were no friendly casualties, Viet Cong losses

consisted of 1 killed (body count), 3 killed (probable), and 20

bunkers, 3 buildings, 4 sampans, 3 motors, and I small ammunition

dump destroyed.

On 20 March four PBRs from River Section 535, two helicopter -

light fire teame from Detachment 7 and SEAL Platoon Delta Two com-

bined for an "p.eration QUICK-KILL119 7½ miles southeast of Can Tho-

The action began when two PBRs on a routine patrol were fired upon _ -

from three en~a~y pcsitions on May Island, Within an hour SEALs
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were landed by PBR while the Navy "Seawolves" patrolled overhead. The

SEALs commenced sweeping inland, following an initial airstrike by the

X Navy helicopters, and made contact with one man believed to be a Viet

Cong lookout. The man fled; however, bunkers, numerous trenches, an

old base camp and two expended rocket boosters were found. The SEALs,

shortly after sighting the fleeing Viet Cong, commenced receiving auto-

matic and small-arms fire from the right front. The Navymen returned

fire while two scouts moved out to look for a flanking position from

the right flank. "Seawolves" attacked the source of enemy fire with

negative results. About five minutes later the two SEAL scouts came

upon the source of the enemy fire; four Viet Cong were firing from a

hootch. The scouts opened fire and the Viet Cong dropped from sight.

The scouts returned to the main group to report their sighting when

whistles were heard in the front and rear of the squad. The SEALs

withdrew to the river as the Viet Cong manuevered using whistle

signals. When the PBRs picked up the SEALs, the "Seawolves swang in

and raked over the area where the Viet Corg were manuevering. The

Tra On sector advisor later reported that 27 Viet Cong were killed in

the attack. There were no friendly casualties,

GAME WARDEN UNITS

On 2 March Commander River Squadron FIVE and his staff relocated

from Saigon to Binh Thuy.
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On 2 March Commander Coastal Division 17 changed to the operational

control of CTF 117 ending a ten day-evaluation of the PACVs by CTF J.16. -

On 14 March Rear Admiral Kenneth L. VETH, USN, COMNAVFORV, pre-

sented the Presidential Unit Citation to MINERON ELEVEN Detachment ALFA
0

at Nha Be. (See Organization and Command)

On 22 March USS GARRETT COUNTY (LST786) arrived at Vinh Long and

embarked River Section 523 which vacated task unit designator 116.2.3

and assumed 116.2.4. River Section 522, previously o-misrked in GARRETT

COUNTY, remained at Vinh Long and changed its task unit designator from

116.3.7 to 116.2.1. River Section 513 shifted its location from Sa Dec

to Binh Thuy and changed its task unit designator fromi 116.2.1 to 116.1.4.

On 25 March River Section 514 was activated at Nha Be.

GAME WARDEN STATISTICAL SU WARY

March 1968

1. PBR Statistics:

a. Total Patrols (two boats): Day 1261 Night 919 -•

b, Total Contacts: Day 7 Night 4"92

c. Total Inspected: Day 17,257 Night 1,960

d. Total Boarded: Day 37j775 Night j

e. People Detained: 58o

f. Total Patrol flours: 44"9653

2. Helicopter Fire Team Statistics:

a. Total Flight Hours: 12317.9
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b. Helo Missions:
(1) Pre-planned strik.es : 242
(2) Reaction: -127
(3) Targets of opportunity: n3
(4) Support: 34

3o GAME WARDEN Totals:

a. Fire Fights:

1 PBR 57
Helo l.-

b, Sampans: Destroyed: 106 Damaged: 160 Captured: 0 S

c, Structures: Destroyed: 199 Damaged: 132

d. Bunkers: Destroyed: 60 Damaged: 0

e, Ener: KIA: 168 KIA (poss.): 9 WIA: 46 Captured 6

f. Friendly: KIA: 4 WIA: 64

g. Friendly Battle Damage:
(1) PBR 34
(2) Helo 2O
(3) LCM U

h. PBR MDEVAC: 130
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RIVERINE ASSAULT FORCE (TASK FORCE 117)

With the advent of March, the major ships of the Mobile Riverine

Base (MRB) lost any delusions of immunity or invulnerability from Viet

Cong attacks. During the month four units of the MRB were attacked in

three separate incidents by recoilless-rifles and mortar fire while

anchored in the vicinity of the Dong Tam support base, 5 miles west of

My Tho in Dinh Tuong Province.

On 3 March CMUSMACV directed that one river assault division of

the Mobile Riverine Force (XRF) deploy to I Corps to provide gunfire

support and escort services for logistics convoys on the Cua Viet and

Perfume rivers.

On 14 March two riverine assault craft were destr'-yed in widely

separated incidents when ASPB-92 was either mined or hit by a large

caliber round and sank far up the Sam Giang River in Dinh Tuong Prov-

ince where it could not be salvaged, and T-112-7 was mined and over-

turned in the Cua Viet River in Quang Tri Province. The incident in

I Corps caused the death of six sailors of the Mobile Riverine Force.

Operations in Phong Dinh Province

Throughout the night of 1 March, assault craft of O 117.2 con-

tinued their security patrols in the vicinity of the salvage operations

for ASPB-112-4, which was sunk on 27 February, 6 iniles southwest of . -

Can Tho on the Can Tho River. ,

At 0355 ASPB-112-8 and a monitor, M-!12-1, on security patroal,
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received several B-40 rocket hits from the south bank of the Can Tho
0

Riverj, 6 miles southwest of Can Tho from a sqjad of Viet Cong. The

monitor suffered only minor damage and there were no casualties; how-

ever, the ASPB sustained heavy damage to the engine cooling system

for both engines, There was minor flooding in the ASPB which was

brought rapidly under control. The disabled boat was towed back to

the MRB. One crewmember, Boatswains' Mate Second Class Leslie E.

MURRAY, USN, was killed during the ambush, and another Navyman was

slightly wounded.
a. . °

Meanwhile, ground operations continued in the Can Tho area as -

RADe 92 and 13.1 lifted their battalions to beaches on the Can Tho

River 4 miles southwest of Can Tho. The first landing at 0700 was

unopposed and no contact was made until 1100, when the 3/60th Infan-

try Battalion ran into sporadic enemy fire. At 1400 heavy contact

was developed and continued until about 1900• when the elusive enemy

withdrew under the cover of darkness.

Twice during the night the dug-in infantrymen were victimized

by mortar barrages but, with the advent of dawn, the ground troops

pressed the attack and made intermittent contact with the guerrillas.

Thirty-two Viet Cong were killed and 1 prisoner was captured duiing

the I½ day operation, while Army personnel suffered 5 fatalities and

had 39 men wounded. As a result of this action there was one Navyman

killed and orie sailor wounded, The MRF units also captured lh indc'vidual
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weapons, 300 B-40 rocket charges, 77 RPG-2/RPG-7 rocket rounds, 14

grenades and 947 rounds of small-arns ammuniLtion"

At 1930 on 2 March it was reported that ASPB-91 had been swamped '--:-

by two ASPB's passing at high speed, and had sunk in less than

1 minute near the junction of the Can Tho River and Ba Long Stream 4

miles southwest of Can Tho. One Navyman, trapped in the berthing com-

partment drowned as a result of the rapid sinking,

The sinking of ASPB-91-1 was the fifth such incident in less than1%

30 days, only one of which was caused by enemy action, In the three

cases investigated, there was some evidence that personnel error partially

contributed to the sinkings. However, the primary faults were found to

be the lack of seaworthiness caused by inadequate compartmentation, and

marginal bovyancy coupled with excessive weight and a low freeboard.

Every operating procedure had been repeatedly stressed; however, addi-

tional design and safety engineering was urgently required, Technical
guidance "-7as requested from the Naval Ships Comnand; however, in the -

interim, ASPB operations were temporarily curtailed to the minimum

consonant with combat requirements.

Basically, the ASPB assault emnloyment was limiteK to minesweeping
I

due to their speed and demonstrated resistance to mining, Patrol and

interdiction tasks while on strike operations were assumed by ATC 's and

moritors, The resultant increase in requirements for these LCM conver- -

i

sions was mtet by substituting ASPB's for ATC/monitors on base defense
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patrols. The ASPB ordnance loadout and supplies were also curtailed __-_-

and their storage rearranged to allow the optimum trim. Additional .

ammunition and supplies, if required, were to be carried in an ATC

resupply boat, which would be located in the area of operations.

On 2 March in response to a request from the Senior Advisor, IV

Corps, Major General George S. ECKHARDT, USA, a riverine armored

reconnaissance element (RARE) was formed to transit the Mang Thit/

Nicholai Canal between the Bassac and Co Chien rivers. The RARE was

composed of the following units of TG 117.1: three ASPBs, one ATC(F)

flamethrower, two monitor gunboats, three ATC troop carriers and a

spare ATC, and also a second flamethrower ATC(F), and a COB (command

and communication boat) from T 117.2. In order to cope with any.

waterborne obstructions that may have been encountered along the

route, a detachment from Underwater Demolition Team TWELVE, with their

diving equipment and explosives, was positioned in the lead of the

riverine column.

At 0500 on 2 March, Vietnamese Rangers of the 42nd and 44th ARVN

Rangers were embarked in the troop carriers at Can Tho, and the opera-

tion commenced. The RARE proceeded down the Bassac River to the city

of Tra On, 11 miles southeast of Can Tho, and entered the Mang Thit/

-Nicholai Canal

During the 25-mile transit to the Co Chien River, the RARE and

its supporting helicopter light fire team flushed out and killed 10
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fleeing Viet Cong. There were no friendly casualties during the transit.
0

Upon reaching the Co Chien River at 1130, the riverine group continued

on to Vinh Longp where the Vietnamese Rangers were off-loaded for air

movement back to Can Thoo The RARE and the embarked UDT Detachment pro-

ceeded to Dong Tan to await the arrival of the MRF.

The return of the MRF to the Mekong River system on 3 March termi-

nated Operation CORONADO XI. The Force had arrived at Can Tho on 13 Fe.-

uary and Operation CORONADO XI began in the Cai Rang District of Phong

Dinh Province on the following day. The next 16 days were marked by an

unprecedented tempo of operations and contact with the enemy. The river

assault craft and infantry battalions operated against the foe on all

except two dqs, when the boats were patrolling the Can Tho River and

moving a RARE through the Mang Thit/Nicholai Canal.

The known cumulative destruction inflicted on the enemy during

CORONADO XI amounted to 245 Viet Cong killed, There were also 15 guer-

rillas captured along with 2 weapons and ammunition caches, which con-

tained large quantities of B-hO rocket and mortar rounds. During this

operation U.S. casualties amounted to 4 sailord and 40 Arrymen killed,

and 22 Navymen and 197 soldiers wounded.
Operations in DinhTngPoic.(

• P ie

At 0240 on 5 March, the MIB, at anchor near Dong Tam, went to general

quarters as several incoming rocket or recoilless-riffle/mortar rounds were

heard whistling overhead by the boats of the defense patrol. Shortly
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minimal and there were no personnel casualties. This marked the first

direct mortar/rocket/recoilless-rifle attack launched against the MRB

- . since it was formed and began operating in the Mekong Delta. About 0515

the Dong Tam support base came under sporadic mortar attack which continued

Iiuntil 
06o

On 7 March the MRF commenced Operation CORONADO XII by conducting

a two-battalion riverine and airmobile operation in the Cho Gao District.

Thi primary objective of this operation was to locate, engage and destroy

the 7iet Cong 261st Main Force Battalion and other enemy elements opera-

ting in the area.

Contact with the enemy was very light until 1720 on 8 March, when

Bravo Company of the 4/47th Infantry Battalion established heavy contact

5 miles northeast of Yq Tho. The initial fire fight was fast and furious

with four airmobile helicopters and one helicopter gunship shot down.

Sporadic action continued until 0250 the next morning when FSPB HALLORAN,

located 5 miles east of My Tho, began receiving a mortar barrage. One

of the mortars made a direct hit on the artillery barge ammunition stowage

area and caused a raging fire which was not brought under control until

0600. Several assault craft from RAD 111, with fire fighting teams from

USS ASKARI (ARL30) and USS BENEWAH (APB35). rushed to the scene and assisted

in evacuating the wounded and extinguishing the blazing fire. There were

two U.S. Army barges and four 105-mm howitzers severely damaged in the

inferno, Later that day the damaged howitzers were removed, and the
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irreparable barges were destroyed by EOD personnel. There were 14 Army-

men wounded in the mortar attack, and 1 Navymanq Seaman Eugene E. SWIFT,.

USN, was mortally injured by exploding anudmtion while fighting the

blaze, I

Later that afternoon the infantrymen were backloaded by RADs 91

and 92, and in company with the MRB returned to the Dong Tam anchorage.

The cumulative results for this three-day operation amounted to 44 Viet -

Cong killed and 190 burkers and 70 punji pit booby traps destroyed. The

MRF units also captured a small cache of 12 weapons and over 400 rounds

of assorted ammunition. Friendly casualties consisted of 12 Infantrymen

killed, 1 Anqyman missing and 98 soldiers wounded in action.

At 0430 the next morning, after a very brief rest at the MRB, RAS

* 9 and RAD 111 commenced another phase of Operation CORONADO XII (10-11

March). This operation was conducted in the Ban Long/Cam Son Secret .

Zones wi.th the riverine units supporting elements of the 4A47th and ,:

3/60th Infantry BattalLons. Although heavy contact with the elusive

enemy was not firmly established, the MRF assault forces killed 31 Viet

Cong, captured 10 prisoners-of-war, and destroyed 15 bunkers and 1 sam- -

pan. U.S. casualties were relatively light with one soldier killed, and

* two sailors and four Arzmen wounded. One of the captured Viet Cong had

VN$ 27O,295 ($2,290) in his possession,

Intelligence reports received on 12 March indicated that the Viet

Cong were salvaging unexploded artillery rounds from the wa•.er at FSPB
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HALLORAN, where two of the TF SIX GUN artillery barges were destroyed

on 9 March. The next day the MRF EOD investigated the report and

uncovered 151 rounds of 105-ms ammunition which had been salvaged and

I• ~~~partially disaisembled by the Viet Cong. If the amnunition ha,4 not •+j.

been discovered by the E0D team, the main explosive colild have been

used by enery sapper teams with devastating effects. The EOD team

also discovered the body of a soldier who had been missing since the

mortar attack on the PSPB on 9 March. After destroying the projectiles,

the team and supporting assault boats returned to the MRB at 1345 on

13 March.

Early on the morning of 14 March, USS WASHTE'iAW COUNTY (LSTIl66)•,

anchored near Dong Tam, received a hit on the portside amidships, about

'1 6 feet below the weather deck. The round, believed to be from a 57-m

recoillees-rifle, did not penetrate the hull, and failed to cause arv"

damage. Retaliatory fire could not be returned, because MRB defense

patrols were in the area from which the attack was delivered. The

ground troops later swept the area with negative results.

At 0820 on the same day, a RARE, reconnoitering on the Sam Giang

River 7 miles northwest of Dong Tam was taken under fire from the south

bank of the river. At about the same time, ASPB-92-7 received a direct

hit in the stern causing a one-foot hole below the warterline. The boat

Scommenced flooding rapidly, and in a futile attempt to save the craft, it
@-

"was beached on the nearest bank to keep it from total submergence, However,
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the gradient was too steep, and the minesweeping boat rolled over on

its side. Initially the forward part of the boat was above waters but

as the tide rose the disabled craft gradually disappearred from view.

The damage was believed to have been caused by either a mine caught in

the boat's sweep gear or by a large HEAT round.

Salvage efforts continued throughout the day; however, they proved -

to be infeasible without the assistance of the light lift craft, which

could not transit the narrow waterway. Consequently, the ASPB was stripped

of all removable weapons and equipment and was destroyed by EOD personnel.

On 15 March the MRF commenced a two-battalion search and clear opera-

tion in the Ven Tranh District to engage elements of the 261st and 263rd

Main Force Battalions. At 1620 the 3/60th Infantry Battalion established

solid contact with a heavily bunkered enemy 7 miles northeast of My Tho. -

The contact was broken about 2030, when the enemy main force withdrew,-,

however, sporadic contact continued throughout the night.

As a result of the two-day operation the MRF kille d 26 Viet Cong -

and destroyed 261 bunkers, while also capturing 3 weapons, 34 hand gre-

nades and 33 rocket rounds. U.S. Army losses amounted to 7 k:rnymen

killed and 28 soldiers wounded,,

After one day of preventive maintenance and local operations on -

17 March, the WF continued Operation TROUNG CONG DINH, a riverine opera-

tion, in the Cai Be and Cai Lay districts, The MRB relc~ated to an anchor-

age near Vinh Long after RAS 9 and RAD 113 lifted their battalions and
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CONFIDENTIALI escorted Task Force SIX GUN (the artillery barges) into the area of opera-
'tion,

W-7ýi 0,E

II'-IZ-4

QS

Bone-tired and pensive, a U.S. Navy bcat captai.n of' the Mobile Riverine
Force takes advantage of a peaceful mnoment to reflect on his private
thoughts after an e~dhausting day of combat operations in the Mekong Delta.

Inta1ligenme reports indicated that the Viet Cong 263rd Main Force -

Battalion had est-1ablished a base camnp on the Ba Rtai. Streamr abouat m inles 2>
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north of the Mekong River. The concept of the operation called for the

3/60th Infantry Battalion to be landed south of the suspected base camp, "

N and then move to the north with the assault craft providing waterborne

blocking support from the river. The 4/47th Infantry Battalion was to

land on the Luu River to the west and move eastward. The operation went

according to plan, but the base camp failed to materialize. Contact was

very light during the morning hours, but the afternoon was filled with

action for the riverine craft which were patrolling the waterways.

On 18 March at 1610, two ASPB's, one monitor, and an ATC(F) flame-

thrower of RAD 92, transiting the Ba Rai Stream 3 miles southwest of

Cai Lay, were ambushed by'rockets, recoilless-rifle and automatic-weapons

fire from both banks of the narrow canal. During the action Lieutenant

David H. WYRICK, USN, the commander of Task Unit 117.1.2 was killed
S

instantly when a B-40 rocket impacted against the monitor that he was

using as a command boat. The 4 boats were all damaged, but withdrew

under their own power from the withering fire, carrying 16 wounded Navy- -

men, The rugged riverine craft were unable to suppress the intense

*', eneny fire and called in supporting fire power to neutralize the area.

"The battle continued to rage as the enemy guns refused to be

silenced, and the deeply entrenched guerrillas continued their well-

coordinate hit and run ambush tactics for the next 3 hours. The Luu

River, the Cai Be and the Ba Rai streams all became hotbeds of enemy

activity. At 1730 and 1830, units of RAD 91, transiting the Luu River
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to beach Army elements into their night positions$ received recoilless- ___"__

rifle and automatic-weapons fire from the shore at three different loca-

tions. Two sailors were slightly wounded in the encounters, while enemy .*

casualties were unknown.

The Viet Cong strack again between 1915 and 1930 when units of RAD 111

at Fire Support Base WHITNEY on the Mekong River, 4 miles southeast of Cal

Be, were attacked with rocket and small-arms fire by an unknown size enemy --

"force. The fire was suppressed, but only after two Arny LCM-8s were dam-

aged and two soldiers were wounded. There were no Navy personnel or

material casualties, -,

Due to the intensity of the attacks against the riverine craft, it

was evaluated that the Viet Cong force weremassing for an attack on Cai

Lay. Therefore. tý,e 'nfaritryimen resumed ground operations at dawn on

19 March, sweeping the area of the previous night's heavy firefight; how-

ever, contact with the enemy was not renewed,

The comnunist escaped from this twc-day operation practically un-

scathed with only two known fatalities and four prisoners capt~ired. The

combined assault forces of the MRF destroyed 126 bunkers, while losing

Sone U.S. Navy off'icer, and having 18 sailors and 9 soldiers wounded.

The ri, al-P.portanco of having a helicopter available for airborne

:'. tactical contrr! and coordination of the river assault craft in the nar-

row Viet Cong,,dominated waterways was tragically manifested in a Ba Rai

Stream ambushi on '8 March,
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The 1610 attack on elements of TU 117.1.2 hit the three lead boats

I , with a devastating hail of B-40., RPG-7 and automatic-weapons fire, kill-

ing the unit commander and disabling all three craft. The radios were

useless for several minutes, so that neither the squadron nor the task - - -

force commander could find out what was happening. The crews fought

gallantly on their own against an enemy totally concealed from their

view by the dense foliage,

While the effectiveness of a command and control helicopter on

this particular occasion must remain conjectural, Cornander Task Force

117 cogently emphasized the inherent advantage of an aloft observer to

I be as follows:

1. Facilitates detecting bunkered ambush positions not visible

at ground level.

2. Maintains the riverine craft in mutually supporting positions.

3. Can order units to withdraw when communications are confused.

4. Can order ad provide aloft spotter services for supporting

artillery fire or airstrikes,

5. Can distract the enemy attack by machine-gun fire from aloft.

At 1100 the next day, the ships of the MRB relocated from the vicinity

of Vinh Long to Dong Tam arriving at 1435. The ground operation was secured

at noon in order to return to the Dong Tam anchorage and prepare for the

planned airmobile operation the next day against insurgent forces reportedly

massing northeast of My Tho,
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On 20 March the MRF commenced a two-day airmobile reconnaissance-

in-force operation in the Binh Tranh District to locate and destroy the

1st Viet Cong Battle Group. Even though contact with a sizeable enemn :-...

unit was not established, the ground troops killod 2 Viet Cong and cap- _-__

tured 1 prisoner while destroying 175 bunkers. There was one soldier

wounded in the operation.

.4.

0~~~' W°, IR -NWATN' .

S

Major ships of the Mobile Riverine Base were at an anchorage similar to
the above when the Vi~et Cong attacked them with mortars and recoilless
rifles on 12 March 1968,

During the early morning hours of 22 March the Viet Cong "declared9

warth on the major ships of the MRB, when nine rounds of mortar and
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recoille, s-rifle fire were directed against BENEWAH and WASHTENNAW

COUNTY. The ships were anchored near Dong Tam in the middle of the -:"::'

Mekong River, 6 miles southwest of My Tho, The LST, he-vily laden

with highly volatile aviation gasoline ana _niunition, was bracketed

by four mortar/recoilless-rifle rounds, ,.Pich landed close aboar..

BENEWAH, anchored nearby, was strack by two 75-rm recoiless-

rifle roundt, orB of which hit 1 foot below the waterline° The o her

round impacted on the fourth deck, portside forward, penetrated the

outer hull, and sent deadly shrapnel plunging thrcugh four additional

bu)'r'heads, spraying hot metal into the mess hall. Miraculously, the

normally crowded messhall was empty at the time and no one was injured,,

Neither ship s-afered any personnel casualties during the attack"

On 24 March tha MR2F commenced another phase of Operation TRUONG

f'ONG D.NH with RALs 91, 92 •nd Ill supporting the 3!A7th and 3/60th .1

Ir, fmtry Ba÷a3lions and Task Force SIX QLýo, The l:Aday sweep and

clear operation, which was conducted in Cai Be District, resulted in

the death of 13 Viet Cong and the ,apture of 3 eneirr prisoners and h

weapons. U.S. Army forces suffered nore fatality an.f five men were

wounded during the sporadic action,

Follo•ing a brief respite xh-ng the afternoz' and niignt d, $

March, the MRF conducted a two-battal:.or search and clear operation.

in thq Cho Gao District of Rirz TAong P?ý,einýýe and :_n the Eoa Dong

Distrid0 of Co Cong Province. Thhe area to the so:utr 1,f V'nh Binh in

CO1,:rIUTDE:,,rIA•L
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the Hoa Dong District, which was cormonly referred to as "Coconu. Grove",l

had been labeled by the intelligence community as a Viet Cong assembly

and rest area and gave every indication of being a lucrative traget.

After formulating a comprehensive operational battle plans the

assault forces of the MRF, in conjunctiun wdth elements of the ARVN

7th Division, moved into the "Coconut Grove" area, Despite the glowing

intelligence indicators, major contact was not effected. Enemy casualties

amounted to 8 combatants killed, and 1 wounded, while I Viet Cong was

captured and 220 bunkers were destroyed. There were three soldiers

wounded by a booby trap in the one-day engagement. --

On 28-29 March the MRF, in coordination with the ARVN 7th Division, %

moved back into Dinh Tuong Province and conducted riverine operations in

the Long Dinh and Cai Lay Districts in search of the elusive Viet Cong

514th Main Force Battalion and local force units. Contact during the

two-day operation was again sporadic, resulting in 10 enemy guerrillas ...

killed, I prisoner, 7 weapons and 38 detainees captured and 4 sampans

destroyed. U.S. casualties amounted to two ArMymen killed and five

soldiers wounded.

Meanwhile, the ground troops of the AWVN 7th Division uncovered

several large caches of enerry weapons and ammunition, Responding to

a reqmuest from ARVN 7th Headquarters, RAD 92 lifted the captured arms

and air•,unition out of the area and turned them over to ARVN represent-

atives at the Long Dinh Bridge. The caches were so large that RAD ILI.
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provided further lift facilities on 30 and 31 March to move the remainder

of the amnunitiun to the ARVN llth Regiment Headquarters at Long Dinh,

j -• The caches included 753 rocket/recoilless-rifle rounds, 770 assorted

mortar rounds, 150 "bangalorelt torpedoes, 143 mines cf assorted sizes,

10,000 rounds of AK-47 ammunition, 240 hand grenades, hh crew-served -,

weapons and h9 AK-h7 weapons,

On 30-31 March the NWFcontinued search and destroy operations in

the Cai Lay District. During the first morning 10 Viet Cong were killed

* ,in 2 separate but sharp contacts, Intelligence obtained from one of the

guerrillas before he died indicated that the enciV unit in the area was

the Cal Be Local Force Company, which was in the vicinity to rendezvous

with the 263rd Main Force Battalion. There were no friendly casualties

as a result of the two-day action, while the enemy forces suffered a

total of 10 killed, The MRF units also captured 1,000 mines End 11 weapons

and destroyed 12 bunkers and. ibooby trap,

MRF Operations in I Corps

On 3 March CCEUSMACV directed that elements of one river assault

division be deployed for a period of about 30 days to provide heavy

escort services for waterborne Iogisti- convoys on the Cua Viet and

* Perfume rivers, The deployment of these III riverine craft from RAD 112

decreased the aRF troop lift capability by about 25 percent, For the

period of the deployment to I Corps, IU-AS 9 was tasked to sunport both

" infantry battalions while RAD IIl augmented by the LA.D 112 boats which
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were left behind, provided base defense and close support for Task Force

SXGUN.

The riverine unit, under command of CTG 117.2 and comprised of 1

CCB, 3 monitors and 10 ATC's, arrived in I Corps on 9 March and commenced

operations under the operational control of Commander Task Force CLEAR-

WATER.

On 10 March, TG 117.2 commenced its first sweep and clear transit .

of the Cua Viet River from Cua Viet to Dong Ha. Four ATC's, one monitor

and a CCB escorted two Landing Craft Utility (ICU) boats, and six LCM-8s

-' up the eight-mile stretch of river and returned escorting a similar

group of resupply boats without incident,

About 1345 the next day, a command-detonated mine was exploded

astern of an LCM minesweeper in an area which had been swept four or

five times. The command wire and part of the detonator were recovered

by ATC-112-2 on the south bank of the river near a resettlement village.

The following da•r the riverine assault craft detachment was sub-

jected to an enefty artillery attack which completely destroyed the main-

tenance, messing and berthirg facilities at the Cua Viet Naval Support

Activity Detachment loading ramp. There were no casualties to either

the personnel or craft of TG 117.2; however 1 as a result of the attack,.

the assault boat erewmembers were required to berth on their craft.

On 14 March at 0719, ATC-112-7 was sweeping close to the west

bank of the Cua Viet River 2 miles southeast of Dong Ha in Q'2ang Tri
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Province when the boat hit an estimated 900-pound watermineo The force

of the eplosion was so tremendous that it flipped the 72-ton troop carrier

upside down causing extensive damage to the bow and starboard side of the

craft. There were six crewmembers killed and one seriously wounded in

the mining. Due to the extensive hull damage, the boat was deemed unsal-

vageable.

Task Group 117.2 assault craft continued to keep the Cua Viet River

supply route to Dong Ha open and, on 18 March, commenced enforcing a 1630-

0830 =rfew against sampan traffic on the waterway. Sporadic enemy hai'ass-

ment continued throughout the following week as evidenced by one 60-mira

mortar attack on the assault boats, which failed to cause any personnel

or material damage. These continuous patrols were most instrumental in

enabling the logistic craft from Naval Support Activity, Danang to main-
Sain their independent transits of the Cua Viet River.

On 28 March a monitor, M-112-1, on a routine sweep patrol operation

on the Cua Viet River, experienced a near miss when an estimated 200-pound

watermine was command-detonated about 10 feet astern of the craft, The

monitor lost steering control but did not suffer any perscnnel casualties.

4 * * •

RIVERINE ASSAULT FORCE UNITS

On 4-5 March at Dong Tam, the 4/47th Infantry Battalion replaced

the 3/47th Infantry Battalion as one of the two afloat battalions, The 0

4/47th InfantryPattalion embarked in USS COLLETON (APB36) and USS WASHTENAW
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COUNTY (ISfl66).

The ASPB salvage operations for A-3I2-4 and A-91-1, sunk in the

-- Can Tho River on 27 February and 2 March respectively, were completed

when the two boats were towed into the basin at Dong Tam at 2200 on

8 March. (Salvage operations will be covered in more detail in the

salvage section of the supplemr (.t)

On 25 March USS TCK GREEN •uNIT (LSTII59) relieved WASHTENAW

COUNTY as the MRF supply ship.
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COMMANDER TASK FORCE CLEARWATER

D .-

L[.. 0'- .

PBR escort YFU transporting vital cargo to U.S. and Free 'World troops
in Northern I Corps Tactical Zone.

During March the forces assigned Task Force CLEARWATER continued

to provide protection for the vitally important logistics craft which

traveled the Perfume and Cua Viet rivers. By exercising overall con-

trol and coordination of the logistics craft while in transit, CTF

CLEARWATER improved and expedited naval supply support to combat forces

in Northern I CTZ. CTF CLEARWATER employs two River Security Groups to

coordinate the logistic movements and to protect the craft and personnel.
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The Hue River Security Group receives and instructs convoys which are

formed at Tan My, and the Dong Ha River Security Group performs the

"a. "same function for convoys which are foaned at Cua Viet. When formed, "-.*•-.'-

the convoys consists of an escort unit and a movement unit, both under
S

the command of a designated convoy commander. The function of the

escort unit is to provide for the uninterrupted transit of the move-

mdnt unit by employing mine countermeasures, direct fire support, and

by coordinating aircraft, artillery and naval gunfire support. The

function of the movement unit is to deliver cargo to its ultimate

destination without delay.

Extensive efforts to disrupt and interdict logistic convoy

transits on the Cua Viet River continued throughout March. Enemy

initiated incidents ranging from small arms harassment to an extensive

mining campaign occurred throughout the month.

On 5 March a convoy consisting of five LCU's and three LCM-8s,

escorted by two LCM-6 minesweeping boats, two LCPL patrol boats Lnd

two USMO helicopter gunships, departed Cua Viet enroute to Dong Ila.

At 1215 the convoy came under an intense small arms and recoille-.q.

r•.fle attack approximately 2 miles east of Dong Ha at thr mouth of

the Hien Giang River. Although material damage to the convoy craft

was slight, the convoy commander, Lieutenant Barry W. HOOPER, USN,

was killed and four other Navymen were wounded.

The convoy continued on to Dons, Ha and river operations were
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YFU-72 crewmen line sides with small arms as the craft head up Perfume
River. The crewmen responded to orders for a sharp lookout for Viet
Cong attackers.

terminated until USMC ground troops swept and secured the area from

which the attack originated. At 1630, after the Marines had completed

their sweep operation, the convoy commenced the return trip to Cua Viet. -
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At 1723 two mines detonated near an LCM-8 but no personnel casualties
17

resulted and damage to the craft was slight.

"On 14 March an ATC minesweeping craft, sweeping close to the

west bank of the Cua Viet River channel, approximately 21 miles north-

east of Dong Ha, hit an estimated 900-pound mine. The craft, which

was flipped upside down by the force of the explosion, suffered exten-

sive damage to its bow and starboard side., and was later designated a

total loss. Six crewmembers were killed and one was severely, wounded

as a result of the incident.

Eneny initiated incidents on the Perfume River were nonexistent

during early March, primarily becanse of control of the river banks by -:

friendly forces, and on the 3rd of the month CTF CLEARWATER discontinued

the convoy mode of operation. Logistic craft were allowed to xak( indi-

vietual or group transits of the river which was continually patrolled

and swept for mines. Individual transits of the river continued with-

out incident until 25 March when LCU 877 received a rocket and .50

caliber machine gun attack approximately 4 miles north of Hue. Normal

convoy operations were reinstated following this incident and during

the remainder of the month convoys transited without incident.

799
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U. S. NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY3 DANANG

Despite numerous enemy attacks, Naval Support Activity (NAVSUPP-

ACT) Danang,: and its detachments continued to offload and clear expedi-

tiously during March. A total of 28 tonnage records were established

by NAVSUPPACT activities during the month; 22 monthly records and 6

daily records, Among the new monthly tonnage records were: 308,233

short-ton throughput at Danang; 46,602 short-ton throughput at Dong Ha;

and 25,592 short-ton throughput at the Hue/Tan My complex. March's

,O440.737 short-ton monthly throughput for the combined I CTZ ports also

exceeded the previous high set in January 1968 by almost 21,000 short-tons.

Despite the continuing population build-up in I CTZ, overall net

supply effectiveness for Danang and Chu Lai rose from 89.0 precent in

February to 91.0 percent in March; overall gross effectiveness also

increased slightly from 88.0 percent to 8 8 .4 percent. Demands for the

month totalled 176,811, a 50 percent increase in the last two months.

Weather and sea condittons permitted normal fuel transfer opera- .4L

tions at all sites, Fuel issues in I CTZ increased from 1,150,OOO-gal

Ions daily average during Februaiy to lp4OOOOO in March. A large por-

tion of this increase was in Northern I CTZ uhere throughput increased 0

from a 348,O0O-gallon daily average at the end of February to 498,000

at the end of March. River transit capability was increased during the

ronth dith the addition of an AIS'I barge at Cua Viet, bringing the total 9

capability to 340,000 gallons pEr day. An explosion and fire at the
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CONFIDEINIAL

S~~~Shell My Khe Tank Farm in Danang destroyed a 32,000-barrel JP-4 tank on -:.•-a

311 March; at month's end, the construction arrangements for a new tank

were being made by Shell representatives.

One A•rr terminal service company provided eight h,ých teams for

cargo operations at NAVSUPPACT's piers during the month. Their services

helped offset the loss of local national labor and the cargo volume build-

up. One terminal transfer platoon manned the new LCU ramps at Dong Ha

and also provided the necessary equipment. The strict 1900 to 0700 cur-

few imposed in the Danang area also hampered efficient cargo operations.

Most noticeable was the absence of local nationals from hatch teams and U.. "-A..

pier-ramp cleanup operations. Included in a group of new employees hired

during the month was one female hatch team; at month's end their work

appeared to be satisfactory.

NAVSUPPACT Danang and its detachments continuec to be harassed by

enemy attacks during March. Casualties to NAVSUPPACT personnel resulting

from the attacks included 5 Navywen killed and 60 wounded. Forty-six of

the wounded personnel were treated and returned to duty.

On the morning of 10 March an enemy artillery attack on Cua Viet

resulted in the ignition of l50 short-tons of staged ammunition. The

subsequent fires and secondary explosions caused the wost widespread

destruction of any NAVSIIPPACT Danang facility to date. Although total

personnel casualties were relatively light (1 killed and 22 wounded),

material destruction was quite extensive. Living quarters, the messhall,
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Sailors clear debris and begin to rebuild at the Naval Support Activity
Detachment in Cua Viet. A Commuist-rocket attack hit supplies and
aninnition stuged on the ramp causing the destruction. Fire, shrapnel
and the force of the blast reduced much of the detachment to a zass of
rubble, twisted steel, broken sandbags and splintered and charred-wood
littered areas where living and working quarters once stood.

"co-mmnications van, a 30-ton crane, a rough-terrain forklift, plus a

large quantity of staged cargo were all destroyed. As a direct result

"%4
of the rapid response of the personnel involved, there was a minimal

*• interruption of cargo operations at the port. Within 30 hours, conuini- "

cations were restored and building material were on the scene to comence
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reconstruction, At month's end 60 percent of the construction/repair

-work was completed.

The Phu Bai Base was attacked on 26 March with 174 rounds of rocket

and mortar fire. As a result of the attack, 5 structures were destroyed

and 10 were severely dmaged, The runway and adjoining taxiways sustained

11 hits during the attack. Three direct hits on the runway caused crucial

holes which were repaired witain 4 hours. The runway was reopened to C-130

aircraft traffic within 10 hours after the attack, and the remaining runway

damage was repaired within 2 days,

Security for NAVSUPPACT's logistic craft which ply the Cua Viet River

improved during the month, but the boats continued to be rubject to small

arms, rocket/artillery and mining attacks. The monthly totals for opera- 4-

tions on the Cua Viet River included six logistic craft Pined, four hit

by recoilless-rifle/small-arms fire and one patrol boat and one mine-

sweeping craft sunk. A sharp decrease in enemy activity against logistic

craft on the Perfume River was apparent during the period 2-24 March,

On 2; March Tan Yr received 30-50 mortar rounds in the vicinity of the

boat cove, fuel farm and cantonment area. The mortar attack resulted

in three LCM-8 boats being daraged, several holes in POL pipelines and

minor damage to a JP-4 tank.

The arrival of six new 45-foot picket boats during the month enabled

NAVSUPPACT Danang's harbor security forces to maintain boat patrols in

Danang Harbor, The patrolling units apprehended 45 junks/sampans and
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141 persons for curfew and restricted area violations.

The number of patients admitted to the NAVSUPPACT Danang hospital

during March totalled 1,783. Of the total ntnber received at the 567-bed

hospital, 796 were admitted for combat injuries, 729 for various diseases

p and 258 for non-combit injuries, A total of 577 persons were treated and

returned to duty and 672 were evacuated to hospitals outside of South

Vietnam.

At month's end, NAVSUPPACT Danang's personn!.I status showed an

onboard count of 9,47O, with support being provided to 190,334 U.S. and

free world military forces in the I Corps area.

Ilk
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U. S. NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY, SAIGON

During the month of March the enemy continuedto harass and attack

"Naval Support Activity (NAVSUPPACT), Saigon, detachments and logistics

craft. On 3 March the Nha Be detacnment received an estimated 35 rounds

of mortar and recoilless-rifle fire. Approximately 15 rounds landed %

within the perimeter of the base and another 20 rounds landed in the

water near the base. Results of the attack included four Navymen injured

and the Public Works compound damaged extensively.

On the 4lthp the Qui Nhon detachmert received approximately 50 rounds

of automatic-weapons harassment fire, No casualties resulted from the

hostile fire.

On the morning of 11 March,. YFR 890 received heavy enemy automatic-

weapons and B-40 rocket fire while transiting the Mekong River 23 miles

west of )y Tho. The Delta resupply craft sustained ei-' ht rocket hits

which caused extensive hull damage above the waterline and considerable

machinery damage. Three Navymen were wounded during the attack.

On the evening of the 20th, an enemy mortar attack on My Tho City

resulted in moderate damage to NAVSUPPACT detachment's generator instal- -,

lation and a •eep. There were no USL personnel casualties, •

On the 27th, the Dong Tam base received nine rounds of harassing

120-mm ý:,ortar fise. There were no personnel casualties as a result of

the attack and oxly slight damage to a 5-ton truck belonging to the Navy

detachment.
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The number of line items stocked by NAVSUPPACT Saigon totaled

63,603 in March, The overall. supply effectiveness decreased during0

March; net effectiveness was 74 percent -nd gross effectiveness was
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59 percent. The decrease in effectiveness was due in part to the re-

duced number of receipts acquired because of the Tet Offensive. In -

addition, a sharp increase in demands contributed to the reduction.

NAVSUPPACT Saigon's warehouse space was rapidly being depleted

during the months as additional material continued to arrive. A trade-

off of facilities with the U.S. Ar=7 temporarily proded relief but

at month's end a critical shortage of space still existed.

NAVSUPPACT Saigon's March aircraft inventory included three C-1175.,

three UH-34 helicopters and two US-2Bso

A total of 3,440 passengers and 510,.418 pounds of cargo were air

transported by NAVSUPPACT Saigon assets during March, During the same

period, assigned surface craft transported a total of 3,595 short tons

of cargo. -

At the end of r-,oh, NAVSUPPACT Saigon had a total on board count .-'.v:,-

of 2,765 personnel, an increase of 275 over February's total.
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ThI[RD NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BRIGADE

The overall level of enemy activity decreased during the month of

March, but artillery and mortar attacks continued. All Seabee base camps

north of the Hai Van Pass received incoming fire sometime during the

month. Mortar and artillery attacks, mining incidents and sabotage ini-

tiated by the enemy during March resulted in 440 lineal feet of bridging

destroyed or damaged, 29 pieces of automotive and construction equipment
,•. S..

damage, 8 structures in Seabee camps damaged or destroyed, 37 Seabees

wounded and 9 killed in action.

As the level of enemy initiated incidents and the threat of enemy

attack decreased during the month of March, Seabee efforts increasad on

road and bridge upgrading as well as on construction in outlying areas.

Availability of shipping to northern I CTZ ports improved over the

previous month; however, lack of shipping remained a major restriction

in the accomplishment of vertical work during March. The expeditious

repair of national Route 1 allowed roverent of cargo truck convoys through-

out the month which improved the vertical construction outlook for the

future.

Seabee work on POL facilities was also greatly accelerated during

the month. Improvements of the overall POL system in northern I CTZ pro-

gressed rapidly with the completion of a lO.5-mile six-inch POL pipeline

from Hue to Phu Bai and 8 miles of similar pipeline from Dong Ha to the

Quang Tri combat base. A 4 inch line was instal-led from the Dong Ha

91 CONFIDENTIAL
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ramp to the bladder fuel farm, In addition to these projects$ the Sea..

bees repaired damage to POL lines which resulted from the Tet Offensive

and constructed two 3,000-barrel tanks at Phu Bai and one 3,000-barrel

tank at Dong Ha,

The first AM pontoon bridge to be installed in Vietnam was opened

for traffic on 30 March, Spanning a 140-foot river on Routo 1 south of

Danang, the bridge, constructed by Naval Mobile Construction Battalion

FIPTY-THMEE (MCB3), was being used to evaluate the AMMI bridge con-

cept under actual conditions.

During the month, Seabees of MCB 10 completed the construction of

a pioneer road eastward from National Route 1 near Qaang Tri City to

the terminal facilities area at Wander Beach. On 1 March only 2.6 miles

of the 8-ille road could accommodate two-way traffic, but by 23 March,

18,000 cubic yards of fill and n1 culverts had been placed and two-way

traffic was possible for the entire lergth of the road,

Construction on Ammunition Supply Points (ASPs) continued at an

accelerated rate during the month. All earth-work at ASP 2 in D.,ang

was completed by MCB 62 and all modules were made available for use, At
* .9 • . I •-

.SP 1 in Daan, MCB 128 continued construction of roads, ammunition pads,

.9.,

security fencing,$ perimeter lighting and general site preparation, At

month'e end 18 pads had been completed and were in use, At Chu Lai MCB 6

completed an ASP for the Arjr's Americal Division. . g

During the month MCB 58 completed a 90,000 square-foot helicopter
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pad for the Force Logistics Command at Danazrg. This pad was urgently
' . 7 4

required in order to expedite the loading of cargo for lifts ty hlie-

copter to Northern I CTZ. ............................................

, WI
I 44 "I R.
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during the month, By the end of March, five of the seven bridges on

Route 9 west of Dong Ha had been upgraded to MACV standards. One of *

the bridges on Route 1 between Dong Ha and Quang Tri was completed and

work was underwvr on three additional bridges with a total span of 470 q

feet. A 3-mile segment of Route 1 south of Dong Ha was straightened

and widened by Seabees of MCB 5. Construction of the last bridge on

the Hue bypass was over 33 percent completed by month's end, but A

clearing activity for the widening of the northern portion of the by-

pass was curtailed because of real estate availability problems. How-

ever# significant progress was made on clearing and widening of the

southern portion of the Hue bypass and of Col Co Road, Five of the 10

bridges in this section of the road have been completed. A 1.5-mile

segment of the southern bypass has been widened and four turnarounds

were cmpleted on Co Co Road. -:

Development of the Phu Loc quarry and crusher site continued

during March. The primary section of the crusher was installed and

at month's end was producing rock which was used for site improvement

and various other construction projects. Security considerations pre-

vented operating more than one shift daily during most of the month;

however, further development of the site and receipt of additional

required equipment should allow fulI crusher operations during April,

The quarry/crusher site at Naxr Hoa continued operations although only

minimal production was permitted because of enemy interdiction of the
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haul road. Logistics problems caused by lack of shipping) security H .

problems and road conditions continued to restrict both hauling supplies

into the site and hauling rock out. Quarry sites near Camp Carroll and

Khe Sanh could not be established because of the high level of enemy

activity in those areas. Despite the progress made during March to corn-

mence crusher and quarry operations, the rock production schedule in

Northern I CTZ was not being met at month's end.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND CIVIC ACTION OPERATIONS

Psychological operation efforts continued to be directed to the

• exploitation of the Viet Cong Tet Offensive via increased loud-speaker

broadcasts and leaflet distribution, One fertile field exploited was

the recruitment of juvenile males and females by the Viet Cong. Among

captured Viet Cong were youths as young as 11 years of age who were used

in combat. Capitalizing on this action, broadcasts were directed to

parents in contested, insecure and secure areas stating that although

the Viet Cong promised not to use their sons and daughters in the front

lines they failed to honor their pledge.

The capability of naval units to engage in surface broadcasts

increased substantially as new equipment continued to be provided to

the task force commanders. The effectiveness of the surface broadcasts

was best evidenced by the increased Viet Cong attacks on the broadcasting

vehicles. Boats from each task force (11,5 116 and 117) received enemy

fire during psychological operation missions. During one incident on

23 March, a PBR patrol conducting a broadcast mission on the Bassac

River received withering automatic-weapons and B-40 rocket fire just

south of Tra On. Two Navymen were seriously wounded and anou.ner received

minor wounds in the firefight.

The results of a broadcast conducted on the Har Luong River were .-.. -

somewhat more fruitful. On 27 March a Viet Cong rallied to a FBR patrol

after hearing PBRs conduct a broadcast the night before. The Hoi Chanh
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provided information that prompted a SEAL operation on 29 March culmi-

nating in the seizuire of a significant ordnance cache arxi destructtion

of a Viet Cong weapons factory. (See GANE WARDEN Operaticr- Ham Luong

River). The Hoi Chanh stated that his reason for rallying was because

of the lack of food and the failure of the Viet Cong to allow him to visit

his parents,

Naval units dropped 51.1,000 leaflets, hand-delivered 37,600 leaf-

lets and conducted 138. hours of surface and aerial broadcasts,

During March, civic action activity increased as naval units grad-

ually returned to a pre-Tet posture of readiness allowing an opportunity

to perform these functions. Freedom of movementp however. throughout the

countryside continued to be restricted by the threat of enery activity and

reprisals by the Viet Cong against the villagers. Tn most cases the major

civic action effort was assisting the refugees to resettle and repair

their damaged dwellings,

The number of Seabee teams, engaged in civic action work increased

to 13 during the month. The construction emphasis of the work began to

return to pre-Tet programs with the return of security in rural areas.

About 25 to 35 percent of the team efforts was directed to the repair of S

damaged civilian facilities. The return of team members to areas where

pre-Tet construction was underway revealed that no action had been di-

rected toward team efforts. Detailed reports from all tears showed that

although the teams were located in priority Viet Cong target areas, no

Seabee team received attacks directed specifically against them. There
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were no personnel casualties or compound damages sustained,

"Voluntar7 contributions were made by naval personnel throughout '," '-"

"Vietnam to assist in the Tet Aggression Relief Protect (TARP). In one

instance MARKET TIM sailors located at Vung Tau contributed $160.00 to "'--

enable a student nurse at the Long Xuyen Hospital to continue her educa-

tion, The student nurse was one of several who were unable to continue

their studies due to family lores incurred during the Viet Cong attack.

The MEDCAPs conducted, sathough not as numerous as previous months

due to the prevailing conditions, nevertheless paid dividends, In the -

Second Coastal Zone there was an increased awareness of the GVN and

grater cooperation shown by the people, In Hon Mien Hamlet, the ham-:.... 4- *

let chief turned in a Viet Cong suspect during a NEDCAP at that location.

In the Delta, a MEDCAP condu-ted by units of PBR River Division 53

on the Cua Dai River resulted in valuable intelligence concerning Viet

Cong tax collectors and recruiters.

As United States troops waged a running battle in Hu* with the

Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces, members of the Naval Support

Activity, Danang's Preventive Medicine Unit (PMU) carried on their own

offensive in the city against another and just as deadly enery - disease.

As an estimated 29,000 refugees from Communist-held sectors of the city

poured into reoccuDied areas of Hue, camps sprung up in school yards. on

the hospital grounds or wherever people cou.d find room. The PNU's assis-

tance was needed in preventing an epidemic in view of the miserable sani-

tary conditions, The 36-man PMU team, one of five such Navy teams and
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the only one in Vietnam, swung into action and in less than 3 weeks about

70,000 cholera and typhoid inoculations were given. To prevent rats and

insects from spreading disease, members of the unit sprayed and dusted

insecticide. The team followed close behind the fighting and as an area

.became relatively secure, they morved in to perform their duties while

sniper fire harassed the unit, making, their work both difficult and dan-

gerous, When the Citadel area in northwest Hue was retaken, about 40,000

refugees jamed into five now cups, increasing the threat of disease and

the team's work load, The measure of success by PHU is achieved in nega-

tive terms, "If nothing happens after we've done our job," Commander

Charles E. ALEXANDEt, MC, USN, officr-in-charge of the team said, "we're

successful." At Hue - nothing happened.

The Vietnamese Navy was also active in providing assistance to their

fellow countrymen, To assist the refugees in I Corps and II Corps Tacti-

cal Zones the Vietnamese hospital ships, HQ 400 and HQ 40, called at

Huej, Nha Trang and Phan Thiet. The coastal groups performed MEDCAPs azd

other humanitarian actions to the extent of their resources. In the

Saigon area the Vietnamese Navy in cooperation with the Naval Advisory

Group obtained and distributed food, clothes, cloth, building supplies, ... "

soap, blankets and other large quantities of relief items. The ViLtnamese " '

Navy also assumed the primary responsibility for three relief centers in

the Saigon area.
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USN Civic Action 5tatistical Smmapry.

"March 1968

"PROGRAMS:
Man Days Expenditurms (VN$) "-'_-_.'

Econowic Development 42,,,5 136, 246 p .
Education 132.0 256:487
Social Walefaro 1169.5 3,7,17 8 s
Transportation 32.0 12378
Refugee Assistance Support 446.0 590s461

TOTALS 1822,0 4,850,502 I. 9.

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS, 55,90oo

INSTITUTES ASSISTED:
Number

Schools 29
Hospitals/dispensaries 32
OCphanges 17
Others 12

PERCENT OF U.S. CIVIC ACTION PROJECTS CONDUCTED JOINTLY 1TITH:

Percent .'.' <-

Other FWaAP 21
RVNAF 55
U.S. civilian voluntary agencies 28 ____--_

Averagc percent of self-help by VN civilians 31
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SALVAGE OPERATIONS

Salvage operations for ASPB-112-4 which was sunk by enemty B-40

rockets on 27 February on the Can Tho River approximately 6 miles

southwest of Can Tho were hindered on 1 March by adverse tidal condi-

tions and equipment problems. The stricken ASPB was raised sufficiently

to be beached and emergency repairs were commenced on 2 March.

Salvage operations continued on 3 March with two salvage craft,

YLLC 3 and YLLC 4I* on station. ASPB-112-4 was raised and successfully

moved to the Can Tho Vietncnese River Assault Group pier on 4 March.

YLLC-3 lifted ASPB-91-1, which had sunk on 2 March, and moved the

boat to the same location on 6 Marh. Emergency repairs were accom-

plished at the RAG facilities and the boats were made ready for the

arduous 11O-mile transit from Can Tho to Dong Tam.

At 1655 on 7 March, the two Light Lift Craft and the two salvaged

ASPB's, towed and escorted by units of RAD 111. went up the Bassac River,

stopping at the Vam Co Crossover for the night because of heavy fog. The

convoy arrived at the Dong Tam basin at 2200 on 8 March, &nd completed

the frustrating, long and tedious salvage operation.

On 14 March YLLC-4, with divers from Teams Three and Five embarked,

sailed to Yy Tho to commence operations on the Kien boa ferry landing

which was sunk during the Tet Offensive. Due to higher priority salvage

operations for the recovery of the sunken ferry landing was not commenced

until 16 March, vhen a salvage survey indicated that the pontoon 'Lad a
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large hole approximately five feet by six feet wide blown in it.

Additonal1 inspections VOvealed' several smaller holes in the bottom "

of the pontoon, which were not detected initially, due to the barge being

imbedded in the mud. On 19 March seven of the nine compartments were

"pwiped free of water and the sunken ferry landing came to the surface,

After patching the remaining small holes and pumping out the last two

compartments, the salvage job was successfully completed, and the ferry

pontoon was delivered to the owner on 21 March.
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CONMUNICATI ONS

During the month of March, the COMNAVFORV Message Center processed

a total of 110,470 messages. This new monthly high in message handling

was a marked increase of 16,071 messages over the February totals.

Project CLARINET RAMROD (Improve communications at NAVCOM1-TA Cam

Ranh Bay) continued to show favorable progress as the no-break power cap-

ability at the communications center became 98 percent complete. The

transmitter permanent power plant was approximately 80 percent completed,

with the remainder of the task consisting primarily of testing and elec-

trical work.

Meanwhile Project CLARINET TACK (the use of air-transportable corn-

munication vans) suffered a setback ven on( complete set of CLARINET

TACK contingency vans was destroyed by enemy action on 10 March at the

Naval Support Activity Cua Viet Task Force CLEARWATER base. As a result

of this loss, the Chief of Naval Operations authorized the procurement

of one AN/TRC-153 and one AN/TRC-154 to be used as an interim measure

to meet in-country contingency requirements which could arise in the

immediate future. Of the two remaining sets of CLARINET TACK HF/VHF/UHF

vans, one complete set was employed at Tan My in I Corps, and the other

was sent to Cua Viet, replacing the set which was destroyed. The Naval

Electronics System Cormand was directed by the Commander Naval Communi- -" -

cations Command t(. obtain one AN/TRC-97A from USAF assets in the Philip-

pine Islands for shipment to the Faval Support Activity, Danang. The
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CONFIDENTIAL . ":

estimated date of delivery of the Lenkurt microwave vans (DCA standards)

remained at 6 September 1968.

'*. Project CLARINET SEAWARD (upgrading communications facilities at

COHNAVFORVý the Coastal Surveillance Centers and GAME WARDEN bases) also

evidenced considerable progress as the sites at COMNAVFORV, Qui Nhon,

Sa Dec, Cat Lo and Vinh Long were deemed ready for the electronics instal-

lation team which was due to arrive in-country early in April. The instal-

lations at My Tho and An Thoi were expected to be ready for the team during

the month of May, At month's end, the remaining two uncompleted sites at

Vung Tau and Nhat Trang still had an indefinite beneficial occupancy date;

however, strong efforts were being made to expedite their construction,
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A ~ORGANIZATION AND COMMAN
0

On 9 March at the Binh Thtuy GAME WARDEN base, Comnmander Sayre A.

* ~SWARZTRAUBER$ USN,, relidved tCoimander Paul E. KANE, USN, as Coimander

River Squadron FIVE.

0

RerAia .L EH ONAFR, rsnsPeieta ntCtto

to Leutnan JavesMAC US ofice-inchage f MNERN 1 Deach

Reara AfdAmricKa. EH OXAFR, presentsdth Presidential Unit Citation (U)t

Mien ASqAatro ELEEN Beto archmn 1968.Th Uacpefote
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detachment by its off'icer-in-charge, Lieutenart James A, MACE, USN, was

the first uard of this type presented to a U.S. Navy unit engaged in

combat operations in South Vietnam* The citation was awarded for excep-

tionally meritorious and heroic service from I June 1966 to 18 February

1967 while conducting minesweeping operations in the Rung Sat Special

Zone of the Republic of Vietnam, During the period, the minesweeper

detachment was responsible for keeping the Long Tau/Saigon shipping

channel open to friendly merchant ships delivering large quantities

of vital supplies to the Saigon port complex.

On the sme da, Commander Service Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, Rear

Admiral Walter V. COMBS, Jr., USN, accompanied by Captain Burns W. SPORE,.

USN, Commander Naval Support Activities# Saigon, commenced an extensive

nine-dqy indoctrination and orientation tour of various naval activities

in South Vietnam. Read Admiral COMBS' itinerary included visits to the Naval

Support Activity detachentes at An Thoi, Cat Lo, Dong Tan, Vinh Long, Sa

Dec, Binh Thuy and Qui Nhon; the Coastal Surveillance Center at Nha Trang;

the Coastal Surveillance Force (CT .15) headquarters and the Naval Support

Facility at Cam Ranh Bay, the River Patrol Force (CTF 116) headquarters at

Binh Thuy- the Mobile Riverine Force (CTF 117) at Dong Tam, and the Naval _

Support Activity at Danang.

On 27-28 March., Rear Admiral Chester R. BENDER, USCO., Conmumnder

Western Area/C.omnander TWELFTH Coast Guard District, and Rear Admiral ...

Benjamin F. ENGEL, USCG, Commander FOURTEENTI, 2oast Guard District1

CONFIMITIAL 110
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I visited U.S. Coast Gdard installation at An Thoi., Con Son Island,9 and

Cam Ranh Bay. While at Cam Ranh Bay, the two admirals were also briefed

on MARKET TIME concepts and operations at the Coastal Surveillance Force

headquarters.
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RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
.I 0

Religious programs, conducted by chaplains serving with commands

and units under the control of Commander Naval Forces, Vietnam, were

administered under more favorable conditions during the month of March.

Having more freedom to travel between units and less dangers to cope

with, the chaplains extended their coverage of units and detachments as :.,

before the Tet Offensive. Nevertheless, intermittent mortar/rocket

and small arms attacks occurred which served as constant reminders that

danger was always imminent. Capitalizing on many opportanities, the

chaplains encouraged attendance at worship services while visiting their

men in offices, shops and barracks, on piers, aboard boats, in the field

and at hospitals. The chaplains found that they must seize whatever time .' ,

was available between operattons and jobs In order to hold divine services.

As in former months, it was not uncommon for the chaplains to

average one or more services of some type a day. Weddings, funerals,

baptisms, =wrial services, devotional services, and instructional

classes on religion, marriage, family, psychology and sociology packed

the chaplains' days. Special Lenten services and daily Catholic Masses "

held in March also contributed to the demands upon our chaplains, The

addition of such services as individual counselling, hospital ministry,

guest spe.sker at Vietnamese churches, and conducting civic action pro-

jects, topped off with normal Sunday divine worship services caused "*

Chaplain Max A. ELLER, Assistant Force Chaplain, to remark, "It is -
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unending workcs but most rewarding.,"";-:,'"

Although the threat in travel was probably less than in the pre-

inous months* several incidents experienced by the chaplains emphasized
the reality of war. Chaplain Carl W. ERICKSON, travelling from Red Beach -

to Phu Baif about 50 miles northwest of Danang, relates: "%,,once over

Hai Van Pass it was a bone chilling, damp, dusty rough r.de...huddled

on sandbags on the flat bed of the trucks shielding each other from the

rains whipped by the truck's motkon, C-rats was the luncheon fare for

the chaplain and crew. .. thanks to a bonc bruising -ide, the first night

in Phu Bai was spent in sleep except for one flight to the mortar holes.

The previous night one hundred rounds of rocket and mortar fire exploded

in the Phu Bai 7ombat base. '4hat churches, pagodas, and imperial palace

buildings and storss on street and province headquarters have in common

is mute, jagged holes of conflict and busys grimly smiling residents of '•,L"'

their city in search of day to day living."

In the Delta at Can Tho, int.elligence indicated that attack was

considered imminent on two consecutive nights. Chaplain Charles J. McCOY

responded to a request from an Army doctor at the Army air field infirmary

and remained with the patients both nights. The next night when the chap-

lain had returned tt, Binh Thuy, the Can Tho Air Field was mortared, how-

ever, no caaualties were incurred. Although Chaplain McCOY was not pre-

sent during the actual attack, his visits just prior to the attack afforded

an opportunity to provide encouragement and spiritual strength to the

UNCLASSIFIED 114
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personnel. Another example of the dangers confronted is intrinsic in

the following story of Chaplain F. P. BURCHELL: "While waiting in a ."-

jeep at An Thoi airport (7 March) for a plane to take me to Saigon a

bullet came through the canvas top and struck the char-1 offering which

was in my hip pocket. The bu.Uet hit three gifts and bcunced aff. The

only injury I received was a red welt."

The danger, hardship and frustration these dedicated chaplains face

is awesome., indeed. Yet they seek a common goal and are not dismayed by

bad fortunes; rather they exploit good fortune. Chaplain J. J. KILLEN,

NAVFORV Chaplain, enthused by a highly successful civic action project,

stated, "The result was joy in many hearts. What a happy place this

world could be!"

The following is a statistical summary of religious services/

activities - January - March 1968:

1. Religious Services:

a. Divine Services

(1) U. S. Naval Forces, Vietnam installations

Sunday Weekly Total
Number of Services 272 161 433
Attendance 9,935 19725 11,660
Communed 2,655 746 3,401

(2) Other military installations

-Sunday Weekly Total
* Number of services 88 155 .

Attendance 5,130 851 5,981
Communed 1,407 1,927 3,334

"115 UNCLASSIFILD
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(3) Civilian churches
Sunda Weekly Totalay{.' -v<'-

Number bf Services 2 5 7.
Attendance 170 211 381
Co med 0 27 27

b. Religious sex'vicies conducted by lay leaders and chaplains other
than those attached to NAVFORV:

Denomination Chaplains Lay Leaders
No. Attend. No. Attend.

Catholic 193 8,354 13 83
Protestant 70 1,230 20 314
Jewish 9 65 0 0
Al-Islam 0 0 315 938

c. Other services in which chaplains participated:

Type of Service Number Attendance - -

Memorial service 31 2,832
Baptism 14 0
Weddings 3 0
Funerals 8 0
Bible c3•1',es 156 635
Sunday School 14 124
Choir rehearsal 20 120
Religious instruction 156 161
Counselling 1,914 0
Moral Leadership Lectures 15 355
Film Shown 41 3,863

UNCLASSIFIED 116 0
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SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED CONFIDENTIAL
NOT RELEASEABLE TO
FMEIGN NATIONALS

NAVAL ADVISORY GROUP

During the month of March the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) demonstrated

excellent progress by assuming additional tasks and successful prosecu-

tion of responsibilities. The participation of the Fleet Command ships

and Coastal Group junks in the destruction of a North Vietnazes infil-

tioation trawler on 1 March prompted " ar Admiral Kenneth L. VETH, USN,

C00NAVFORV/(-.NAVADVGRP MACVO to remark, "The outstanding performance of
the Vietnamese Navy in the successful action against the NVA trawler

attempting to infiltrate arms and ammunition at Hon Heo Penin,,,lU on -

the ist of March has once again demonstrated the fighting spirin e'nd

professionalism that is becoming its hallmark." Regarding the VNN ships

and junks he continued, "Their courage, their splendid fighting ability

and their determination has helped to add another bright page in the. .

illustrious history of the VNN."

Minesweeping craft of 'Ghe VNN continued to perform the essential

task cf mine detection in the rivers of the Mekong Delta and the Rung

Sat Special Zone (RSSZ). On 17 March, a plan was promulgated that

provided for the eventual assumption of total responsibi.ity by the

VNN for mine countermeasures on the Long Tau and Dong Nai rivers.

Landing Craft Medium Minesweepers (LCMMs) were introduced into the

VNN to accomplish the detection sweeps. '

Taking an additional step forward, on 24 March, permanent respon-

sibility for two more MARKET TIME stations was ud,.-rtaken by the VNN;
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the total number of MARKET TIME stations manned by VNN ships is now six.

The gradual assumption of MARKET TIME responsibility was no longer in the

ideological stage. The increasing scope of responsibility assumed and

operations conducted was indicative of the continuing growth of the VNN"

increasing sophistication of personnel training and the continuing improve-

ments of its maintenance capability.

VIETNAMESE NAVY

The personnel strength of the VNN on Ji March was 16,919 officers

and enlisted men; of this number 1,27 were officers, 3,234 were NOOs

and 12,358 were enlisted men. The number of unauthorized absentees

stood at 368, and 36 men were discharged as deserters in March.

On 11 March, 16 members of the Coastal Zone Mobile Training Teams

commenced a 5-week instructor training course at the Vietnamese Naval

Training Center, Saigon. On 13 March, the Vietnamese Naval Training

Center, Nha Trang, graduated men from Electronic Technician "A" School

and 25 men from Radioman "A" tchool. At Cam Ranh Bay. the Vietnamese

Naval Recruit Center completed training for 500 recruits on 16 March and .- * ".

on 25 March another 500-man recruit training class commenced a 12-week

course,

Formal training in PCFs and PBRs was conducted in conjunction with

plans for the VNN's future employment of these craft, Eight crews each

were engaged in PCF training at An Thoi and PBR training at Nha Be.
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LDenNm (6N shi)pes onnrier catondctdivinghopefrasttions derinse March L

-naval gunfire support duty. One hundred and thirty-one gunfire support

missions were fired, 1,136 junks and 5,252 persons were searched and.

3 junks and 45 persons were detained. ~

* Patrol Craft (P~s and PCEs) in the 1st., 2nd., and 3rd Naval Zones.,
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Patrol Motor Gunboats (PGMs) in all four naval zones and the RSSZ, Landing

Support Ships (ILSSLs and LSILs) in the RSSZ, 3rd Naval Zone and the Fourth

"Riverine Area, and Minesweeping Craft (MSCs in the Fourth Naval Zone and

MIK4 in the Saigon, Long Tau, Nha Be and Dong Nai rivers) met all of

heir commitments.

LDNN (VNN UDT) operated with Navy SEAL detachments of TF 116 in the

RSSZ and Delta area:- and continued nightly hull inspection of ships in

the port of Saigon. Twenty-six combined operations with SEALs accounted

for 34 Viet Cong killed, 2 Viet Cong captured and 28 enemy suspects

detained. Additionally, LDNN were emploled in hydrographic reconnaissance

and salvage operations.

Coastal Force

During the month, the Coastal Force searched 33,203 junks and sampans

and 109,867 persons, detaining 7 junks and 349 persons. On a daily average

90 percent of the force's 191 available junks were on patrol. *

On 1 and 2 March three junks from Coastal Group 15 were involved in

mop-up operations 25 miles south of Cape Batangan on the coast of Quang

Ngai Province where the North Vietnamese infiltration trawler was beached.

Through self-destructive methods, the trawler had succeeded in damaging

beyond use all weapons and ammunition that the coastal group recovered.

(See APPENDIX I)

During the early morning hours of 7 March, the Coastal Group 16 base

east of Quang Ngai was subjected to a series of attacks with heavy small
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arms, mortar and automatic-weapons fire. The VNN PGM 619 and U. S. MARKET

TIME units in the area provided gunfire support and the Viet Cong force,

* .estimated to be 200 men, wa,i dispersed. Three VNN sailors were wounded

during this attack. The following morning the base again received harass- * 0

ing mortar fire. One coastal group junk was slightly damaged and four

more VNN sailors were wounded as VNN PCE 07 and the "Swift" boats returned ," '

fire on suspected enemy positions.

On 13 March, two PF platoons and one Coastal Group 13 platoon conducted

a sweep operation in the land area north of Cau Hai Bay, near Hu6/Phu Bai.

Contact was made with an estimated 50 Viet Cong and artillery was called

in. The land sweep resulted in 15 Viet Cong killed, 2 of the enemy wounded,

2 captured, and 8 suspects detained. Two Chinese Comnunist mines were

captured; one of the mines exploded, killing one VNN sailor and wounding

three others. Based on information provided by one of the prisoners, a .::: .

Coastal Group 13 platoon returned to the area on 17 March and uncovered .

a cache of several weapons, a typewriter and rice. -

Coastal Group 12 and a PF platoon, on 14 March, conducted Operation

HUYNH THIET near the mouth of the Perfume River. Six Viet Cong were

captured, 22 suspects were detained and 12 grenades were seized. Mean-

while, Operation LAM SON 189 was being conducted by Coastal Group 12

units., USN and USMC units, an ARVN Ranger unit, an infantry regiment and .-.- ,

PF troops off Cau Hai Bay, 10 miles southeast of Phu Bai. The combined

force conducted daily operations from 5 through 15 March in this vicinity
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and netted 40 Viet Cong killed9 4 female Viet Cong and 4 defectors captured ..

and numerous weapons seized. Other units of Coastal Group 12 and 13, Viet-

namese Marine Corps Task Force "B. two ARVN infantry battalions and an ." -.

ARVN Ranger brigade conducted LAM SON 194 (13-17 March) in an area north

and west of Hue. The forces efforts were reflected in the 49 Viet Cong

killed, at least 15 others killed or wounded but carried away, 58 of

the enemy captured and 101 suspects detained. Numerous weapons and ammuni-

tion were seized. One-hundred and twenty government officials and civilians,

who had been captured by the Viet Cong, were liberated in this action.

On 19 March9 five Coastal Group 12 units, two PF platoons, and one

USA infantry company :ombined for Operation HUYNH THIET 3 miles north of

Hue. This joint operation accounted for 7 Viet Cong killed, 7 captured

and 40 enemy suspects detained. Coastal Group 12 units conducted two " "

separate actions on 23 March in the Phu Vang sub-sector, the land mass

across the Thanh Lam Bay east of Hue. In one, coastal group junks provided

troopýlift and blocking support to two PF platoons and sub-sector police

units as a sweep of the area yielded 4 Viet Cong killed. 7 captured, 18

suspects detained and numerous weapons seized. Meanwhile , 6 Coastal Group

12 units, 1 coastal group ambash-team, TF 116 PBRs and approximately 170

RF/PF troops operating just to the north,• evacuated over 400 Catholic

civilians from the Phu Vang sub---e-,tor across the bay to the mainland.

During the 1O-hour operation, three NVA and eight Viet Cong suspects were

captured, one Viet Cong was xilled and one wounded.
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Early on 25 March, while conducting an ambush based on information provided

"by a Hoi Chanh, three junks from Coastal Group 13 observed an unlighted junk

"in northwest Cau Hai Bay. As the coastal group junks attempted to search the

boat, a number of Viet Cong escaped to the shore. The coastal group junks

opened fire and the enemy junk was sunk, killing one Viet Cong. At this

time Coastal Group 12 base came under mortar attack. There was negligible

damage to the base; one VNN sailor was wounded slightly. At first light,

a 30-man team from Coastal Group 12 conducted a sweep of a small island

to the south of the base suspected to be the Viet Cong gun position. Ten

Viet Cong suspects were detained, several mo:, kr rounds, Chinese Communist

grenades and aiming stakes were uncovered.

Two Coastal Group 12 units, supported by TF 116 PBRs and PF troops,

engaged an estimated 100 NVA in a counterattack after a river ambush on

27 March. For the next 30 hours the friendly troops directed their fire-

power toward a village north of Hue in which the enemy was entrenched. Fifty ..

Viet Cong were killed during this battle and numerous weapons and ammunition

were seized. To the east, a Coastal Group 12 reconnaissance squad and a PI

unit engaged an unknown number of the enemy in a two-hour firefighto Six

Viet Cong were killed, one other was killed or wounded but carried away,

while there were four VNN sailors wounded in the action. On the 28th, a

Coastal Group 12 ambush team made contact with an estimated company of Viet -' "

Cong in the Phu Vang sub-sector. PF troops swept a village with the ambush

team recormoiteringo Seven Viet Cong suspects were captured, three VNN
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Junks of Coastal Group 25 conduct a salvage operation aboard the wrecked
trawler in the Second Naval Zone.

sailors were wounded and one was declared missing in this attack.

LAN SON 201 combined Coastal Group 12 and 13, ARVN Ranger and ARVN -

infantry companies in a four-day operation (27-30 March) north of Phu Bai.

Eight Viet Cong were killed, 70 of the enemy were captured and numerous

weapons and ammunition were seized. Twelve ARVN soldiers were wounded.

At the same time, 28-30 March, other Coastal Group 12 units, three RF

companies and one ARVN infantry battalion conducted Operation THUA THIEN

36, ten miles northwest of Phu Bai. Eight Viet Cong were killed and a

number were killed or wounded but carried away, A quantity of war

CONFIDENTIAL 126
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materials was captured in this encounter.

On 1 March in the 2nd Naval Zone, junks and a landing party from .. '-

* Coastal Group 25 were engaged in securing the area of the wrecked trawler

at Hon Heo (See APPENDIX I). 7

In a combined operation on 5 March, Coastal Group 22 units and 5 RF

companies, supported by U. S. Army artillery battalions, killed 34 Viet

Cong and captured 4 of the enemy. Numerous weapons and documents plul.

ammunition were seized after this engagement, 7 miles north of Qui Nhono

The next day 20 miles south of Qui Nhon, one platoon from Coastal Group

23 engaged the enemy in a firefight and accounted for 10 Viet Cong killed.

Having been subjected to harassing small-arms fire for several days,

Coastal Group 23 conducted a cordon and search operation north of the

base at Song Cau on U1 March. Four junks and 2 RF companies swept a 10-mile

area, detaining 80 Viet Cong suspects that day. Further south, near Tuy

Hoa, on the night of 13-14 March, a Coastal Group 24 junk, a Provincial

Reconnaissance Unit (PRU) platoon, an Army platoon, reconnaissance air-

craft and TF 115 PBRs conducted a reconnaissance-in-force operation which

netted 4 Viet Cong and a quantity of goods captured and 20 enemy suspects

detained. That morning, 14 March, 52 draft dodgers were captured in a

police action conducted by Coastal Group 22, two RF companies and one

Republic of Korea platoon. Five Viet Cong suspects were also captured and

turned over to authorities in Qui Nhon in this successful operation east

of Qui Nhon.
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Four junks from Coastal Group 23 sapported a ROK battalion in a

four-day search operation (20-23 March) 10 miles north of Song Cau. One

coastal group platoon and VNX PCE 10 also participated in this action - -

which routed 15 Viet Cong. Meanwhile, on the 22nd, two junks from Coastal

Group 23, RF companies and two ARVN infantry companies came to the defense

of two RF outposts southwest of Song Cau. After tche attack, two Viet Cong

were reported killed while three VNN sailors were wounded. Combined forces

of the 2rd Naval Zone coastal groups and R(K units continued operations

throughout the month; on 31 March, Coastal Group 25 and two RCK battalions

were engaged in cordon and search operations in Khanh Hoa Province, 15

miles north of Nha Trang.

In the 3rd Naval Zone, operations were characterized by combined unit

area sweepes predominantly conducted close to the coastal group bases and

composed of ambush parties from the bases and RF/PF and ARVN troops.

Coastal Group 34/37 units inserted two ARYN battalions and one .,....

coastal group company in Kien Hoa Province north of their base on the Ham

Luong River on 1 March. The cordon and search operation resalted in eight

Viet Cong suspects captured and numerous bunkers destroyed. On 2 March,

Coastal Group 36 conducted operations in Ba Xuyen Province, inserting one

RF company, one PF platoon, plus one coastal group reconnaissance platoon,

from the Bassac River on the north and from the Saintard Canal from the

west. Six Viet Cong and numerous documents were captured while several

punji stake booby traps in the area were destroyed. Two other Coastal
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Group 36 junks inserted a PRU team- in the area from the Saintard Canal.

This team made contact and~ captured seven more Viet Cong.

~1. 7*

ISS 23 rie*f os fB unPoic o ufr upr

mission 230 crisesioff coasinspot of aa Cuenovince frorp 36f support

team which landed inland while TI' 116 'Seawolves" hovered overhead.

On the night of the 7th, two Coastal Group 36 units transported a

50-man PRU team from the base on the lower Bassac River., south of the

mouth of the river. Landing the team on the west bank,, the junks ma'~in-

tained a blocking force. The PRUs were extracted the niext day after'

having killed five Viet Cong arnd capturing five more, Two miles down

* the Bassac River from the Coastal Group 36 base, VNN ISSL 230 fired on
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the west bank of the river in Ba Xuyen Province on 10 March. A secondary

explosion occurred and a Coastal Group 36 ambush team proceeded inland

with TF 116 "Seawolves" overhead. Rice straw was ablaze from the heat of "'':

the LSSLs fire and numerous booby traps set by the Viet Cong were "cooking
4.. .. e .

off" in rapid succession. The ambush team swept 2 miles to the west. des-

troying 15 booby traps by gurfire. The fire was fed by the exploding

booby traps for three hours. During the sweep, the ambush team encountered
"A

no enemy but destroyed two Viet Cong bunkers. Six Viet Cong suspects were

captured on the morning of 14 March when two Coastal Gmcp 36 junks landed

a 50-man PRU team for a sweep from the Saintard Canal 7 miles west of the

base.

On the afternoon of 14 March, four Coastal Group 34/37 junks and thr.e

RF companies conducted a cordon and search operation in Kien Hoa Province, A

8 miles northwest of the coastal group base. One Viet Cong was killed,

3 of the enemy were capturedp 18 suspects were detained, 6 locally made

grenades were seized and two base camps were destroyed as a result of

this sweep. The next day, one company from Coastal Group 34/37, a -F

company, and waits of the 10th ARVN Infantry Regiment were inserted to

the north of the coastal group base. Enemy contact resulted in three

Viet Cong killed, four suspects captured and four grenades and numerous

documents seized. One VNN sailor was killed in the firefight. On the

17th, a Coastal Group 34/37 company, a PF platoon, three RF companies

and two ARVN infantry battalions returned to the area north of the
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coastal group base. This sweep netted one Viet Cong killed and one cap-

tured. The force destroyed three structures, including the house of a

°* Viet Cong hamlet chief and two bunkers in the five-mile sweep inland.

Later that night, a Coastal Group 35 patrol intercepted and fired upon

a Viet Cong sampan in the Co Chien River, near the coastal group base.

Carrying 21 recruits, the sampan was sunk and 19 of the enemy were

killed by the coastal group junk's gunfire.

Coastal Group 36 units participated in an area sweep on Dung Island

in the Bassac River from 21-23 March. Two 15-man ambush teams were

inserted on the island by coastal group junks on the evening of 21 March.

The junks remained as a blocking force as the teams conducted reconnais-

sane* operations. Cne team was extracted as a ruse while the other team

remained on the island throughout the night. The procedure was repeated

on the 22nd. The operation was terminated on the 23rd; four Viet Cong

had been captured and one had been killed.

One of the last sweeps for the month of March in the vicinity of

the Coastal Group 34/37 base was conducted on 24 March. Three more of

the ,znemy were killed in this effort by a coastal group company, one PF

company dnd two RF companies. A Coastal Group 35 ambush team captured

the Vl-t Cong liaison chief of a Vinh Binh Province village on 26 March.

Despite daily search and ambush operations conducted in their area

of responsibility, coastal groups of the 4th Naval Zone experienced

light contact with the enemy. Nevertheless, Kien An-based coastal
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groups were again plagued by harassing Viet Cong attacks as was the case

last month. The base took three 82-mn mortar rounds and one B-40 rocket

on 2 March, which destroyed 2 buildings and damaged another; 10 people * - '-'-

were wounded, 6 VNN sailors and 4 civilians, including 1 child. Five

rounds of 82-m mortar on 21 March were received but no significant

?U-age was reported.

Between 12 and 16 March, Ar'. ý1oi-based Coastal Group 42 units, PRUs,

J. S. and ARVN Special Forewý &nk- VWF PGM 607 conducted policing and

patrolling .perations on the or,-!.'• , west coast of Phu Quoc Island.

Viet Cong fiahing nets iero dis,,. yed, enemy flags, banners and leaflets

were seiied and a total of fi've, Cong were killed during this effort.

On 14 Mar.zm, Coas', ,a GMnt,;v- 43/4/45 junks and ARVN troops conducted an

area sweep oý the ý-orthern bank of the Cai Lon River which netted a

weapons cacha of, ý,osiderzrnle size ce.:ataining B-40 rockets, 81-m mortar

rounds, grenados, .iiaes and rifle car -ridges. Maps, charts and other

documents were :ei•,• when three Viet ktong were capturbd nearby; one

Viet Cong was })i'Iled I.- the action.

Riverine Area Naval Commands

Supporting &axphibious operations, on river patrols$ in static defense

or on other province a~signments, 93°5 percent of the available 155 craft

S of the River Assault Groups ,RAGe) and River Transport and Escort Group

(RTEG) were utilized daily. In March the RAG craft searched 3,543 people

(detaining 2 suspects) and 9,798 junks while on river patrols.
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In an effort to prohibit the Viet Cong from escaping the city of

Saigon as the Tot Offensive waned., Third Riverine RAG craft operated in

close coordination with U. S. and ARVN units on the fringe of the city.

RAG 30 craft supported ARVN Ranger units in the Cholon District, southwest

Saigon, at the first of the month. Transporting and landing troops, pro-

viding blocking support and removing elements ashore, the riverino assault

group was instrumental in policing the areas in which the VC/NVA were

entrenched. During daily operations the combined forces detained suspects

and engaged insurgents occasionally encountered; otherwise, contact with

the onemy was light. Moving south and west of Saigon on the Can Giuoc

and Ben Luc rivers, and on to canals leading therefrom, the RAG 30 craft,

with troops embarked, continued landing and blocking operations, more

often locating ammunition caches and shelters than contacting the enemy.

Meanwhile RAG 27, operating with ARVN troops on the Vain Co Dong

River, north and south of Ben Luc, was seeking out the enemy evading

south to that area. On 13 March, providing blocking and gunfire support

to ARVN units ashore, the riverine assault group was responsible for 40

bunkers destroyed and 20 detainees interrogated. On the 21st, five Viet

Cong were captured and five more of the enemy were detained by an ARVN

infantry battalion as RAG 27 provided mobility., blocking and gunfire

support from the Vain Co River.

RAG 30, on 19 and 20 March, transported ARVN soldiers to their

reconnaissance area east of the Can Giuoc River, 21 miles south of
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Saigon. The forces ashore made contact with an estimated platoon-size

enewy force as the riverine assault group craft provided blocking and

gunfire support. Artillery and VNAF air strikes were called in. Twenty

Viet Cong were killed on 19 March and the force seized numerous weapons

and ammunititn. The troops embarked on the western bank nf the river the

next day and met with the enemy again. That day 11 more Viet Cong were

killed and 8 were captured along with a quantity of war materials ir,.-lu-

ding weapons, ammunition, medical supplies and documents,.

RAG 28, operating in the Saigon River north of Saigon, conducted

Operation QUM THANG 82 with two ARVN infantry battalions on 25-27

March. The riverine assault group craft provided mobility, blocking

and gunfire support to the elements placed ashore in Binh Duong Province,

miA-nay between Saigon and Phu Cuong cities. One hundred and three Viet

Cong wre killed by the friendly forces while 7 were captured, along with

10 sub-machine guns and 39 individual weapons.

In the &TSZ, VNN Commandos intercepted a sampan and four Viet Cong

in a mangrove swamp, 12 miles southeast of Saigon on 9 March. Receiving

fire from the sampan, the Comnando.s returned fire, felling one Viet Cong.

TF 116 PBRs and "Seawolves" provided firepower as the sampan was recovered

containing, a B-40 rocket round and launcher, an AK-47, a Chinese Communist

claymore rine and 100-meters of command detonation wire. Three Viet Cong

were confirmed killed in this action. Two miles to the southeast, Com- -

mandos, PBRs and "Seawolves" again made contact with the enemy on 14 March.
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Combined with the firepower of the Royal Thai Artillery,, the PBRs success-

fully. extracted the Commandos who had been ambushed by an unknown size -

enaty force. Sweeps of the area yielded three Viet Cong bodies., while

the Commandos suffored four wounded.

On 21 March during Operation STARDUST *'2",, two vacated base camps
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with numerous bunkers and equipment were destroyed in the RSSZ. CS-I, - -

contained in drums, was dropped from Chinook aircraft on targets to . ..

°. the east and west of the Dong Tranh River. near the mouth of the Soi

Rap River. VNN Commandos on RAG 22 craft, and U. S. Navy SEALs on

PBRs, took blocking and ambush positions. Despite negative contact

with the enemy, the operation demonstrated solid procedures upon which

to base future operations utilizing this agent. One mile to the north-

east of the Dong Tranh River another base casa, was located and destroyed

on 23 March. RF troops, inserted by RAG 28 craft, reported destroying

several bunkers and various items of equipment at the camp. -

Operations in the Fourth Riverine Area were not only reflected in

the extent of Viet Cong activity, but also in the stepped-up offensive

endeavors by the riverine assault groups. On 1 March, in response to a

call from 7th ARVN Division units for support, three river craft of RAG- .

33 delivered naval gunfire and received counter fire in Dinh Tuong Pro-

vince, west of W Tho. One of the commandaments was struck by a B--40

rocket in its 81-mm mortar stowage locker; a major explosion resulted,

followed by secondary explosions in the craft's magazines. The craft

sank within 5 minutes in 15 feet of water having sustained major hull

damage. Two VNN sailors lost their lives and five more were wounded.

RAG 21 craft and LSSL 228 responded immediately and delivered 40-mm,

81-m,, .50 and .30 caliber fire which suppressed the enemy fire. RAG

21/33 craft provided security as VNN LCU 537 conducted salvage operations
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throughout the month of March.

RAG 25/29 based craft, escorting a convoy on the Can Tho River and . '...

Ia No Canal between Can Tho and Vi Thanh, were ambushed on 2 March. Fire

was returned on the ambush site by the riverine craft. Overhead protection

by U. S. ArzW helicopters enabled the convoy to continue without further

"S*•, incident. One FOX (a V-bottomed river craft about the size of an LCVP)

and an LCM had minor damage and one VNN sailor was slightly wounded 'during

the ambush.

On "thb night of 4-5 March, the southern Mekong Delta city of Ca Mau

was subjected to a massive Viet Cong attack. Mortar rounds were walked

into an area toward the POL yards. Thatched and wooden structures near

the house of the province chief were consumed by fire, and a chain

reaction was set off when a 2.75 rocket storage area was hit by an

incoming mortar round. While the RAG 25/29 detachment rallied to the

city's defense, a RAG 25/29 river team hastened to provide security from

its beaching site outside the city. The Viet Cong attacked this convoy,,

flooding one LCX and inactivating the 40-rm mount on a monitor, killing

2 VNN sailors9 wounding 10 others; 1 sailor was declared missing in

action. Upon cessation of the attack on the city, RAG 25/29 had accounted

for 40 Viet Cong killed while having 3 men killed, 1 missing in action and

5 others wounded.

Five RAG craft from RAGs 26/32 supported two RF companies in Kien

"Phong Province during Operation DAN THANG 30 on 6 March. Providing the
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blocking force from the My Tho River, 5 miles northwest of Sa Dec, the

river craft received B-40 and automatic-weapons fire from the beach.

Return fire from the boats resulted in a secondary explosion and

cessation of the harassing fire from the insurgents. Area sweeps in

the vicinity resulted in a total of 30 Viet Cong killed, 41 captured

and 21 suspects detained for interrogation. Operation HAl LONG 2/68

on the .night of 8-9 March was conducted by PRUs and RAG 25/29 in Phong

Dinh Province. The riverine craft provided transport, river blocking

and gunfire support as the PRUs accounted for six of the enemy killed and

eight Viet Cong and several weapons captured.

The Operation TRUONG CONG DINH series, commencing in March, were

ARVN-controlled offensive attempts to seek out the enemy in the Delta.

Riverine assault craft of the Fourth Riverine Area were utilized for

mobility, security and gunfire support. TRUONG CONG DINH 7/10/1 ,

(11-13 March), an amphibious assault on Oc Island in the Ham Luong

River with RAG 21/33 providing the blocking support, resulted in five

Viet Cong captured and one of the enemy killed. From 14-16 March,

TRUONG CN0 DINH SD/I netted 33 Viet Cong suspects. RAG 23/31 boats ." ,

transported Sa Dec Province troops 8 miles east of the city of Sa Dec

and served as a blocking force for the operation. RAG 26 craft trans-

ported four RF companies up the My Tho River, near Cao Lanh during

Operation TRUONG CONG DINH 44 where 26 enemy suspects were captured on • _ _

16 March. Thirty more Viet Cong suspects were detained after Operation
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TRUONG CONG DINH 7/10. RAG 21/33 river craft carried ARVN troops along
the Ma Cau Canal connecting the Co Chien and Ham Luong rivers, providing

gunfire support to the troops they had landed there.

On the 25th, RAG 23/31 participated in Operation TRUONG CONG DINH

9/2 with two ARVN infantry battalions, one ARVN Ranger battalion and

one ARVN reconnaissance company in Vinh Long Province. Traversing

the Nha Man Canal west from Vinh Long City, the convoy of 11 river craft

was ambushed from both sides. The well-entrenched enemy fired B-40 and

B-41 rockets and automatic-weapons at the friendly troops. The ambushed

craft were soon joined by Army gunships. The combined counter fire

silenced the enemy, but upon re-entering the area, the river craft fere

again taken under fire. The convoy manuevered out of the kill zone as

the helicopters overhead attacked the enemy gun positions. It was

reported that the Viet Cong were so well dug-in that the heavily bunkered

area resisted the numerous helicopter strikes. During the ambush, 13 ARVN

soldiers were killed ard 25 were wounded as 2 river craft were damaged by -

the enemy rockets.-...."

Sixty-etght of the enemy were killed during Operation THONG CONG

DINH 7/SD/4 on 26 and 27 March. Conducted 12 miles east of My Tho on

the Cau Tieu River, craft from RAGs 21/33 and 23/31 troop lifted ARVN

infantry, Ranger and RF troops for the combined operation. Land sweeps

were made and artillery support was called in throughout the two days;

ten Viet Cong were captured with numerous weapons and equipment. One
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[ U. S. Army officer and 9 ARVN soldiers were killed and 62 others were

3.. ' :-0-:

wounded.

~ / 4 ' ..-.. .9 '. 9,

Vietnamese river assault group personnel transit a river in South Vietnam
aboard a FO. One of these boats was sank on 29 March as a result of a
Viet Cong rocket and small arms attack, which occurred 7 miles southwest
of Can Tho.

While on a logistics mission, river craft of RAG 23/31 were mined

in Vinh Binh Province, north of Phu Vinh on 27 March. One LCM was 80

percent damaged and another was 20 percent damaged; two VNN sailors

were wounded. Both craft remained afloat and were towed to Vinh Long

the next day. Subsequent evaluation of 12-meters of wire uncovered -

leading to a bunker ashore disclosed that the mine was command detonated.
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On the 29th, RAG 25/29 craft, returning from an escort mission to *
Vi Thanh, were attacked on the Can Tho River, 7 miles southwest of .. ;.

Can Tho. B-40 and B-41 rockets and small arms fire tore into one FOR,

which sunk linediately. Three VNN sailors were wounded. Return fire

silenced the attack and the convoy continued on to Can Tho. On 31

March, the Fourth Riverine Area salvage team utilized two LCMs rigged

with chain falls to lift the FCM. Proceeding up the river with an

ARVN platoon and RAG 25/29 craft for security, the two were again attacked

by B-40 and B-41 fire. The FOM sunk again and a monitor received damage

in its engineering space*. The convoy returned to Can Tho and salvage

operations for' the striken FOK were scheduled to resume on 1 April. . .: -

Logistics

In March, the VNN conducted 41 logistical support missions, trans-

porting 5,646 tons of cargo and 8,338 personnel. The VNN supply center

had a gross effectiveness of 70.5 percent of a total of 8,654 requests

for items, and a net effectiveness of 86.6 percent on 7,048 requests for

items normally carried in the supply system.

Vietnamese Navy Statistical Summa ry,
March 1968

Searched Detained --.
Coastal Force Junks People Junks People

I NZ 127268 39,575 4 149
II NZ 10,410 330319 3 185

III NZ 7,331 27,621 0 13
IV NZ 3,194 9,352 0 2 -

Sub-totals 33,203 109,867 7 349
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Searched Detained
Fleet Command Junks People Junks People .
"Patrol ships 1,136 5,252 3 45

Riverine Area
SCraft 3,543 9,798 0 2

Totals 37,882 124,917 10 396

VIETNAMRS1R MARTNE CORPS

Di.i•?np the month of March the six infantry b•Lalions of the Viet-

namese Marine Corps (VNMC) operated in I, III and IV Corps Tactical Zones

and the Capital Military District (CMD). The battalions were committed

to operations 100 percent of the time during the month.

Task Force A, composed of the Ist, 4th and 5th infantry battalions

and Battery C. VNMC Artillery Battalion, performed clearing and civic

action operations in and around Hue in I Corps Tactical Zone. Under the --- ,
operation control of the ARVN 1st Infantry Division, the Marines provided

security and medical relief to the inhabitants of the area stricken by

the effects of the battle of Hue. Three offensive operations conducted,

LAM SON 189-68, LAM SON 194-68 and LAM SON 198-68, met with light to

moderate contact; the MEDCAPs (Medical Civic Action Programs) pursued by

the VNMC highlighted the task force's endeavors. The three battalions

treated over 2,700 civilians during their MEDCAP visits and administered

more than 900 cholera immunizations. In addition, the Marines played a

vital role in the reconstruction of roads, homes and villages subjected

to the ravages of war.
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On 27 March. the task force returned to Saigon where the 1st Battalion -

was assigned as III Corps Tactical Zone ready-reaction force while retrain-

4 o. £ ing at their base camp at Thu Duc. The 4th and 5th battalions relieved

Task Force B in the Saigon TAOR. Area searches, Operation QUYET THANG., for

the remainder of the month resulted in negligible contact.

Meanwhile, Task Force B, the 2nd, 3rd and 6th battalions and Batteries

A and B, VNMC Artillery Battalion, continued Operation TRAN HUNG DAO, a

search and clear operation in and around the city of Saigon under the

operational control of the CMD. Daily operations until the 17th resulted

in light enemy contact although numerous suspects were detained. On 17

March, the task force, less the 3rd Battalion which remained in the Capital

Military District, joined the U. S. Army 199th Light Infantry Brigade at

Tan Uyen, 17 miles north-northeast of Saigon. The operation, SONG THAN

818/BOX SPRINGS, sought out the Viet Cong North Vietnamese Army which

were encamped north of the city of Saigon. Moderate contact was made by

the combined forces until 21 March when the task force returned to the CMD

to join Operation QUYET THANG in northeast Saigon. Small unit patrols

characterized the operation until 28 March when Task Force A relieved

Task Force B. Task Force B, the 2nd and 3rd infantry battalions and

Battery C, VNMC Artillery Battalion, then deployed to Can Tho in IV Corps

Tactical Zone under the operational control of the ARVN 21st Infantry

Division. The task force began missions west of Can Tho in connection with

Operation TRUONG CONG DINH, Delta-wide offensive operations conducted by the

ARVN.
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Vietnamese Marine Corps Statistical Summary
March 1968

VC/NVA 58 KIA 2 VC CAPTURED 289 VC SUSPECTS DfT INED

VNMC 32 KIA* 98 WIA* (1 KIA and 1 WIA due to non-hostile action)

Weapons Captured .

Rifle, assault, Soviet, 7o62-mm, AK-47 12
Carbine, Soviet, 7.62-mm, SKS 2
Light machine gun CHICOM, 7.62-mm, Type 56 2
Carbine, U.S., .30 caliber, M-i 2
Rocket launcher, CHICOM, RPG-2 (B-40) 2
Rifle, Soviet, bolt action 1
BAR, U.S., .30 caliber I
Rifle, French, HAS-36 17
Rifle, U.S., .30 caliber, M-1 1
Rocket launcher, Soviet, RPG-7 (B-41) 1

Captured or Destroyed Materials or Facilities: ." -"

Hand grenades 2
Claymore mine 1
20 kilogram mines 2
li lb. block of TNT 8
Kilograms of TNT 75
Kilogram of C-3 1
Rounds, 7.62-mm 200 .
Rounds, B-40 10
Meters of fuze 6
Meters of detonating cord 20
Anti-tank rockets, RPG-7 (B-41) 6
Anti-personnel mines, U.S., MISAl 3
Meters of communications wire 1200
Batteries 36
Rubber raft 1

Gas masks 2
: ';S a m p a n I " - "

Base camp houses 55
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APPENDIX I

TRAWLER INCIDENTS

During the early morning hours of 1 March 1968, USN, USCG, USA, USAF

and Vietnamese Navy (VNN) units combined their efforts to destroy three of

four trawlers attempting to infiltrate supplies into South Vietnam. The

fourth trawler turned back prior to entering the 12-mile contiguous zone.

The following are brief accounts of the four incidents: .

Quann Ntai Province Trawler

At 1541 on 29 February 1968, an infiltrating trawler was detected by

MARKET TIME land-based patrol (VP) aircraft 103 miles east of Cape Batangan.

The trawler was on a course of 2700 at a speed of 12 knots. At,0122 on

1 March, the trawler crossed into the 12-mile contiguous zone. 22 miles

southeast of Cape Batangan. The trawler, refusing to acknowledge the

challenges•, attempted to evade and was taken under fire by PCFs 18 and 20,.

USCGCs ANDROSCOGGIN (WHEC 68), POINT WELCOME and POINT GREY, and U. S.

Army helicopter gunships. A firefight ensued as the trawler returned fire, -

and at 0214 the ship was driven aground 25 miles south of Cape Batangan on

the coast of the South China Sea. At 0220 the trawler attempted self-

destruction with limited success, but at 0235 another self-induced . "

explosion occurred, resulting in the complete destruction of the trawler

and her cargo.

Binh Dinh Province Trawler

At 291000H February 1968, MARKET TIME VP aircraft sighted another
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next several hours and ms apparently heading for the Lo Dion beach area

approximately 42 r.-iles north of Qui Nhon. At 0015 ort the morning of 1 March.,

wivhle under surveillance by USN and USCG MARKET TIME units,, the trawler

reversed course and commenced opening the coast. The trawler's position

when she reversed course, which was also her closest point of approach

(30 miles from the coast), was 32 miles northeast of Qui Nhon. Surveillance
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of the trawler was maintained until she neared the coast of the mainland of

"" Communist China. .N.
4•,,,. ,•'

• 0Khanh Hoa Province Trawler

At 1714 on 29 February, another enemy trawler was initially sighted by

MARKET TINE VP aircraft 91 miles east-northeast of Nha Trang. The trawler,

whose original course and speed were 2100 and 12 knots, -as kept under sur- .,..

veillance by USN, USCG and VNN MARKET TIME units until she crossed into the

12-mile ccnt.iguous zone approximately 28 miles northeast of Nha Trang. As

the trawler attempted her final approach to the beach, she was taken under

fire by the MAPKET TIME units and AC-47 aircraft. At 0200 on 1 March, the

trawler beached in the Hon Heo Secret Zone 11 miles northeast of Nha Trang.

The closing MARKET TIME units received fire from the trawler in addition to .

shore fire. VNN Fleet Command ships, PCE 12 and PON 617 provided gunfire

support directed against the beach area adjacent to the trawler. The

combined junk/"Swift"/AC-47 aircraft attack created fires aboard the

trawler and at approximately 0230 a 2,000-foot fireball erupted as the

trawler exploded. The trawler's forward and midship sections were found -

destroyed as VNN and USN fire-fighting teams extinguished the fires. U. S.

diving teams and LDNN units conducted salvage operations of the cargo for

the next 12 days as VNN coastal group landing parties, ROK and USA forces

swept the area in the vicinity and maintained security perimeters.

The inventory of salvaged material was as follows:

Nay radar antenna and waveguide section 1
Dual 14.5-mm AA mounts believed to be ships armament 1
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U. S. diving team and LDNN personnel conduct salvage operations
of cargo from an infiltrating trawler. The trawler was one of four
detected 29 February-i March,, attempting to infiltrate supplies in
South Vietnam. The inventory of material salvaged from this trawler
included 745 rounds of 62-mu mortar ammunition; 70 AK-47 rifles; 1
dual 14.5-mu AA mount,, believed to be ships armament; and 68 cases
of 14.5-mu ammunition.

14.5-mu barrels with housing 2
Spare 14.5-un barrels 4
Cases, 14.5-am ammo 68
Rifles, AK-47 70
SMG,, (Typo 43) 72
7.62-mn ammno, cases 28
RPG-2 launchers 39
RPG-2 ammo (6 rounds each) 12 of which were Rumanian,
cases 81 ~.
Mortar aiwmo,, 82-mm rounds 745
Mortar tripods., 82-mm 13
Mortar tubes., 82-mm 7
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Mortar (82-mm) cleaning kits 6
82-mm mortar base plate 1 S S
Mortar sights 8
Mortar carrying cases, box 1
Mortar (82-rn) auxiliary packs 2
Ammo carrying cases 4
57-mm RR barrel (with fired but unexploded round in -
chamber) 1
C-4 plastique, cases 20
Electrical blasting caps, type 4 200
Electrical blasting cape, type 3 200
Soviet blasting caps, type C 400
Non-electrical blasting caps (Russian) 1,400
Safety fuze, 100 feet each (Chinese), rolls 9
Quick-match type grenade fuzes, box 1
Fragmentation grenades 5
Anti-tank mine, 50 K 1
Mines, 10 K 2
Battery pack (for night sight 82-mm mortar/75-mm RR) 1
Hand crank generator with stand and wire 1 ,., ,
Radio tubes, package 1
Multimeter 1
Misc, signal electronic equipment, boxes 2
Electronics chassis (CHICOc) 2
Field telephone set 1
Storage battery packs, box 1
One/eighth H. P. electrical motor (CHICOM) 1
Fire extinguishers 4
Life buoys 4
Inflatable life Packet 1
Binocular (ships) 1
Compass binnacle (ships) 1
Life jackets (with Chinese labels) 2
Box clothing 1
Plasma, 10 units of 300CC plus type I. V. Kits - Poland,
case 1
Medical supplies - CHICOt, Japan, France, East Germany,,
Poland, Hungary, and either U. S. or unknown, cases 6
Gasoline can (full), 20 liter 1

An Xuyen Province Trawler

An unidentified trawler, with non-secured plates bearing the number

498 on her bow and with visible cargo on deck, was sighted at 1830 on

1-5C
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28 February approximately 150 miles east-southeast of Vung Tau. Air

surveillance of the trawler was maintained as the ship proceeded on

a southeasterly course at approximately 10 knots. At 2100 on the 29th,

the trawler changed course to 3100 and speed to 13 knots as the USCGC

WINONA (WHEC 65) comnenced covert, surveillance. At 0120 on 1 March,

the trawler crossed into the 12-mile contiguous zone on a course of

3400 at seven knots, At 0200 the trawler commenced a run for the beach,

ignoring all challentng and warning fire. A firefight ensued and a

large fireball erupted on the trawler after direct hits by 5"/38 and .50

caliber fire from WINONA. After the explosion, the trawler sank approxi-

mately seven miles off the beach, 43 miles northeast of Ca Mau Point. A

small amount of debris in the area was recovered.

Prviogus Trawler Incidents

The four infiltrators thwarted on 1 March brought the total number .i•:,,,,

of such incidents since February 1965 to 13. Four basic classes of

trawlers have been employed by the enemy in these attempts to resupply

his forces by sea. Each is capable of transporting approximately 100

tons of munitions. They have been designated as the CA MAU, LO DIEU, -

SA KY, and HON HEO class infiltration trawlers. The Quang Ngai Province

trawler was of the SA KY class and the Khanh Hoa Province trawler was of

the HON HEO class. The trawler destroyed in An Xuyen Province and the

trawler which turned back before entering South Vietnamese waters off

Binh Dinh Province were both of the LO DIEU class.

CONFI• -LArL-- 1-6 " 'UNCLAtSSIFIED "
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Since the beginning of Operation MARKET TIME there have been no con-

"- firmed reports of successful trawler infiltrations. The nine Incidents

prior to 1 March 1968 are summarized as follows:

1. A trawler, probably of the LO DIEU class, was discovered concealed

near the shore off Point La approximately 12 miles southeast of Tuy Hoa

in Phu Yen Province on 16 February 1965 and was destroyed.

2. A trawler of the CA MAU class probably bound for An Xuyen Province

was placed under surveillance on 31 December 1965 and turned back.

3. A CA MAU class trawler was detected and tracked until it grounded

near the mouth of the Rach Gia River in An Xuyen Province about 40 miles

northeast of Ca Mau Peninsula on 10 May 1966 where it was destroyed.

4. A trawler of the LO DIEU class was captured after it grounded

in Vinh Binh Province about 55 miles southwest of Vung Tau on 20 June 1966.

5. A trawler of the LO DIEU class apparently bound for Quang Ngai

Province was detected approximately 80 miles east of Qui Nhon on 23 December

1966 and kept under surveillance until it returned to Chinese Communist

waters.

6. A LO DIEU class trawler attempting to land on Ca Mau Peninsula -".

in An Xuyen Province was attacked and destroyed on 1 January 1967o "

7. A LO DIEU class trawler was destroyed while attempting to infil-

trate near Cape Batangan in Quang Ngai Province on 14 March 1967.

8. A trawler of the LO DIEU class was detected at sea on, 11 July 1967

and tracked until it was captured on 15 July after grounding on Cape Batangan
VVV
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in�Q�w.z�g Nga± Province.

� AAACA NAU class trawler detected off Quang Ngai Province on 21

February 1968 and was tracked until it returned to Chinese Communist
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CA MAUJ Class Infiltration Trawler

Vessels of this class were turned back on 31 December 1965; destroyed
on 10 May 1966; and turned back on 21 February 1968.
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APPENDIX II,
SECTIONI I

GLOSSARY

ANGLICO Air-Naval Gunfire Liaison Company (U. S.). _ _

ARVN Army of the Repiblic of Vietnam

CG Coastal Group (VNN) - A coastal patrol command con-

sisting of six to 10 junks with the responsibility "

of patrolling from 30-60 miles of coastline.

CIDG Civilian Irregular Defense Group (VN) - Para-military

troops used in their local area for limited area "

operations.

CIEU HOI "Open Arms" (VN) The Republic of Vietnam's amnesty

program of rehabilitation and re-location of Viet

Cong who voluntarily return to government control.

CIEARWATER Task Force CLEARWATER was activated in February 1968

with the mission of expediting and improving naval
* S

supply to combat forces in the northern I CTZ by

exercising wverall coordination of activities con-

coming movement and protection of logistic craft on

the Perfume River and Cua Viet River lines of commun-

ication. This special task force was created in res-

ponse to heavy enemy pressure directed at these LOC

at a time of increasing cnomýit operation and logistic

requirements by tht built-up Northern I CTZ forces.

II-l-i CONFIDENTIAL
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CLEARWATER (Con't.) Two river security groups were formed from

River Patrol Force and River Assault Force

craft. Supporting forces available on request

included artillery and naval gunfire units,,

helicopter gunships, logistic craft, and ground

reaction forces,

CORDS Civil Operations for Revolutionary Development

Support.

COSURVFOR Coastal Surveillance Force (USN) TF-115 - The

U. S. forces participating in Operations MARKET

TIME and STABLE DOOR.

COSVN Central Office for South Vietnam - The highest

Viet Cong headquarters in South Vietnam.

CTZ Corp3 Tactical Zone - The major divisions of

South Vietnam into military regions.

DAI DOAN KET National Reconciliation Program - Program which

is aimed at helping qualified ::eturness find

employment commensurate with their previous train-

ing and experience.

FWAF Free World Military Assistance Forces (all engaged

in South Vietnam.)

GAME WARDEN The operation performed by U. S. Navy forces to

interdict Viet Cong movement on the major waterways

CONFIDENTIAL 11-1-2
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GAME WARDEN of the Mekong Delta and the RSSZ. The force is(Con't.) ..- --, :
(Cn't.)"composed of River Patrol Boats, Minesweepers,,

" €helicopter fire teams and SEAL teams.

HEAT High Erpiosive Anti-Tank - A shaped-charge projec-

tile with high armor penetration capability normally

used in 57-=m or 75--n recoilless rifles.

HHFT Heavy Helicopter Fire Team (U. S.) - A helicopter

fire team with three or more gunships used in sup-

port of ground and taterborne units. The use of

three helicopters allows continuous firing on the

target.

HOI CHANH "Returnee to the Just Cause" (VN) - An individual

(Viet Cong) #ho returns under the Chieu Hoi program.

IUWTJ Inshore Undersea Warfare Unit (U. S.) - The U. S.

fornes conducting Operation STABLE DOOR. -- '- -

IWCS Integrated Wideban( Communication System.

LCMM Landing Craft Medium Minesweeper.

LDNN Lien Doc Nguoi Nhia (VNN) - Literally "soldiers who

fight under the sea." UDT force of the VNN,

LHFT Light Helicopter Fire Team (U. S.) - A helicopter fire

team composed of two gunships used in support of

ground and waterborne units.

.'tRP Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol.

11-1-3 CONFIDENTIAL
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MARKET TIME '.ie operation conducted by U. S. and Vietnam•.e

naval forces to interdict Viet Cong infiltration of

men and supplies from the sea, .

MAF Marine Amphibious Force

MEDCAP Medical Civic Action Program.

MG Machine Gun- An automatic, crew-servee weapon adapt-

able to many mountingso The four types of machine .

guns currently used by USN and VNN fcrceo Are the

M-60, t•he .30 caliber light machine, the .50 caliber

heavy machine gun, and the 7.62-mn mini gun.

MILP{AP Military Provircial Health Astaitance Program -

MILPHAF txasq, normally staffed by three doctors, a

Medical Service Corpe officer and 12 corpsmen, work 7

with Vietnam's Minirry of Health at the province

hospi,a.l level to improve health services available

to Viestnameae civilians.

MRF Mobile Riverine Force (U. S.) - A force made up of

Navy craft and Army units designfd and trained for

amphibious assaults in the Mekonj Delta and the RSSZ. S

NGFS Nav'l Gunfire Support (USN-VNN) - Naval gunfire used

to assist operations ashore; often ipotted asA cor-

rected by spotter aircraft or forward observers. p

NIfLO Aaval Intelligence Liaison Officer

COEFIDENTIAL. 11-1-4
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NLF National Liberation Front - Actually the "National

"V 4  * Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam." A Com-

,. •munist political-front used to give the appearance

of popular non-Communist support to their insurgency

activities in South Vietnam.

OeMAM (VN) - A fermented fish sauce served with almost any .-.-. "-"

dish. A national delicacy.

NVA North Vietnamese Arnfy. "

PF Popular Forces - Military forces recruited and employed ,;

within a district; organized in platoons and squads.

PRU Provincial Reconnaissance Unit (VN) - Para-military -

personnel uhose principal mission includes clandestine.

operations designed to destroy the Viet Cong infrastruet,,re. --

Each unit consists of one or more teams of 18 to 20 civil-

ians who have had prior military service.

RAF Riverine Assault Force (USN) - The U. S. Navy contingent
J-A-

"of the MRF.

. RAG River Assault Group (VN) - An amphibious warfare c and--"

"with the capability to transport and support a battalion 0

o4... of infantry. Similar to a boat division in the RAF. ..

"'"- RED HAZE Infrared Detector (U. S.) - Sensitive heat detectors used . .

"as an airborne locator of personnel, equipment and military

"4 4 " sites.

11-1-5 CCNFIDENTIAL4 9 :i!::
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RF Regional Force (VN) - Forces under ARVN control which

operate within their home province.

RIVPATFCR River Patrol Force (USN) TF-116 - The forces used in cond-

ucting Operation GABE WARDEN. - -

ROK Republic of Korea.

RPG Rocket Propelled Grenade - A Soviet or Chinese Conmunist-

manufactured, .fin-stabilized, anti-tank grenade, RPG-2

(B-40). RPG-7 (B-41).

RSSZ Rung Sat Special Zone- Literally "forest of assassins."

A special military area located about 21 miles southeast

of Saigon in Gia Dinh Province and composed of Can Gio

and Quang Xuyen districts.

RTEG River Transport and Escort Group.

RVNAF Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces - Consists of the Arny,

Navy, Air Forcep Marine Corps and RF/PFo

SEAL Sea, Air, Land. (USN) - Special duty personnel qualified

as underwater lamuolition,. paratroop and jungle warfare

specialists.

SECRET ZONE A Viet Cong-dominated area utilized as a base., training

camp and logistic resupply area.

SLAR Side Looking Airborne Radar (U. So) - An accurate airborne

radar for detecting small, moiring objects.

STABLE DOOR The U. So Navy operation conducted to provide harbor defense,

CONPIDENTIAL 11-1-6
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STAR LIGHT Ambient light equipment (USN) - A portable system to

enhance vision under conditions of starlight of moon-

light.

UDT Underwater Demolition Team (USN) - Specially trained

swimmers used for underwater work in the Navy.

USAID United States Agency for International Development.

USSF United States Special Forces (USA) - Army personnel "

specially trained for use as advisors to indigenous

personnel,

VIET CONG Vietnamese citizens under the control and leadership

of North Vietnam. These persons may be local sympe-

thizers, guerrillas, or hard-core full-time workers

for the Communist domination of South Vietnam.

VNAF Vietnamese Air Force

VNMC Vietnamese Marine Corps

VNN Vietnamese Navy. -

"ii-l-7 CONFIDENTIAL
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•" '" ~~SECTION 2 '"" '

•] "CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME OF THlE SHIPS,• SMALL CRAFT AMD AIRCRAFT
,•1 ~~~~~U.R , TI 'OPEWTIONAL CONTROL OF' COMNAVFORV, ..''"''•'

AFDL -Auxiliary Floating Dry Dock, Light - A non-self-

propelled, open-ended dry dock with a 1,000- ton

capacity. It measures 64 by 200 feet and has two

3-ton derricks and a machine shop, The craft mounts

no armament,

AKL -Cargo Ship, Light - A small cargo ship used for

resupplying small bas6s and outposts in the Me-

kong Delta and along the coast. The ship is 177

feet long, can carry 340 tons of cargo, has a 4-

ton boomp, and ruounLt t.wo to four .50 caliber and

two .30 caliber machine guns and one 81-r mortar.

It has a speed of 13 knots and a crew of four of-

ficers and 33 enlisted men.

AMMI -A multi-purpose barge. It is 5 by 28 by 90 feet
(Pontoon)

and is sectioned into 12 interior spaces. Each

barge contains six fittings for columns to raise

or lower the barge on spuds, fittings to connect

several barges end-to-end for causeway use, and

fittings to allow side-mounting on LSTs and LSDso

-II2-1 CONFIDENTIAL
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AMKI (Cont.) -In addition to causeway use, the barges cavn be po- S 0
(Pontoon)

sitioned to embark and debark troops and to serve . :- .

as platforms for patrol craft hull maintenance.

APB -Personnel Barracks Ship - An LST converted to pro- I .

vide berthing for an Army battalion and a River

Assault Squadron. The ship is 328 feet long with

berthing spaces for 122 officers a 1,180 enlist- . -

ed men, and mounts four 4.2-inch mortars, two 40-

mm quad gun mounts, two 20-nmu twin gun mounts, and l,.°

ten 7.62-ma machine guns° It has a speed of 12 P .S.,.

knots and carries a crew of 11 officers and 161

enlisted men.

APL -Personnel Barracks, Lighter - A non-self-propelled A!

barge with accommodations for the crews of 20 PBRs

'jr 10 PBRs and 10 PCFso It is 49 by 261 feet, has

transient berthing spaces for 39 officers and 290

enlisted men, and mounts six .50 caliber machine

guns. The crew consists of five officers and 84

enlisted men. .

ARG -Repair Shipp Internal Combustion Engine - A repair

ship converted from a C-2 freighter and capable of

repairing ships and craft with gasoline or diesel

propulsion plants. This ship is 442 feet long and . .

CONFIDENTIAL II-2-2
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ARG (Can't.) -mounts three 3"/50 caliber guns. It has a speed of

11.5 knots and a crew of 19 officers and 493 enlisted

ARL -Repair Ship# Landing Craft - An IST converted to

repair landing craft and support amphibious ships,

The ship is 328 feet '.rng and mounts two 40-ins quad

gun mounts, It has a speed of 10.6 knots and a r' 9

crew of 12 officers and 178 enlisted men.

ASPB -Assault Support Patrol Boat - A special configured

craft designed principally for use by the Riverine

Assault Force. The boat is 50 feet long and mounts

one 20-am gun mount, one 81-zm mortar., two MK-18

40-mm grenade launchers, and one twin-o50 and four

.30 caliber madhiine guns. The ruggedly-constructed, "

high-speed (14.8 knots) boat, with a crew of seven "

enlisted men, is used as a minesweeping and escort S

craft for the troop carriers.

ATC -Armored Troop Carrier - A modified, armored LCM-6

designed principally for use by the Riverine As-

sault Force. The boat is 56 feet long with an ex-

tended deckhouse mounting two 20-nm guns, two .50 -

caliber machine guns, and four M-60 machin3 guns.

The craft can carry approximately 40 combat troops
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ATC (Con't.) -or two and a half to three tons of cargo. It has

a speed of eight and a half knots and carries a

crew of seven enlisted men. Special bar-and-plate

armor has been added to provide protection for the 0

hull and deckhouse against projectiles up and in-

cluding 57-im HEAT rounds,

ATC(H) -Armored Troop Carrier (Helicopter) - An ATC with - 0

a portable helicopter landing platform mounted

above the craft 's well-deck. The platfom pro-

video faster handling of medical evacuees and on- .

ablee the MRF to conduct certain airborne re-supply

and assault missions more expeditiously.

CCB -Command and Commications Boat - A modified, armored

1CN-6 designed for use by the RAF as a task group

flagship and afloat command post. The command center

is situated in the craft0s well. The boat is 60o5 feet

long,. is equipped with radar, and mounts one 40-rn and

one .50 caliber machine gun in a forward turret p and

one 0•D- gun. two .50 caliber machine guns and two .

M-60 machine guns in the deckhouse. It has a speed

of eight and one-quarter knots and a crew of 11 en-

listed men. The craft also has special armor similar .... 9

to that installed on ATCs.

CONFIDENTIAL 1-2-4
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C-47 -Transport - A general-purpose aircraft width two

reciprocating engines. The plane has a cargo ca-

pacity of 12,900 pounds, a take-off weight of

36,800 pounds, a range of 610 miles, and a cruising

speed of 133 knots, The crew normally consists of -:

two officers and two enlisted men.

HLC -Heavy Lift Craft - A non-self-propelled aull, capa-

ble of partial submersion, used in salvage work to

lift hulks. The craft is 39 by 140 feet, has two 10-

ton boom as well as auxiliary equipment for pumping

and can raise 300 tons in a bow lift or 750 tons in

a midships lift. HLCs are normally used in pairs.

Each craft mounts four .50 caliber machine guns. The

crew consists of two officers and 20 enlisted men.

LCPL -Landing Craft, Personnel, Large - A boat used pri-

marly for harbor defense and to guide larger land-

ing craft. The boat is 36 feet long, is equipped

with radar, and mounts two .50 caliber machine guns.

It has a speed of 19 knots and a crew of one officer

and seven enlisted men.

LCU -Landirg Craft Utility - Used to deliver cargo through-

out the Republic of Vietnam. The primary source oi"

"delivering cargo to Dong Ha and Hue in I Corps. The

II2-5 CONFIDENTIAL -.*.* .
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LCU (Con'to) -boat is 118 feet long and has a maximum speed of 8 7_-.'"

knots. The boat captain is usually a Chief Petty

Officer, who coxuaands an enlisted crew of 13 enlisted ;men, -_______."__

Man*0

LLC -Light Lift Craft - A converted LCU designed to perform

limited salvage luty. The craft is 1.19 teet in length,

and has a shear-leg crane capable of 30-ton lifts.

Light Lift Craft have four .50 caliber machine gunsa, a

speed of seven knots, and carry a creik of two officers

and 15 enlisted men.

LST -A 548-Class tank landing ship specially configured
(GAME WARDEN
Supprt Ship) for GAME WARDEN Operations. The cargo hatch has been -

enlarged to 13- by 32-feet to permit lowering PBRs -

and helicopters to the tank deck for repairs and main-

tenance. The main deck forward of the cargo hatch has

been strengthened and life-saving nets have been added

port and starboard to support helicopter operations.

A 10-ton boat lifting boom has been added on the star-

board side just forward of the deckhouse. In addition,

the transient berthing facilities on board have been

increased to accommodate eight officers and 112 enlisted

men. An ancillary role performed by the LST is radar

surveillance in support of MARKET TIME units in the area.
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C-47 -Transport -A general-purpose aircraft with two -"___-_-

reciprocating engines. The plane has a cargo ca-

pacity of 12,900 pounds, a take-off weight of

36,800 pounds, a range of 610 miles, and a cruising

speed of 153 knots. The crew normally consists of

two officers and two enlisted men.

HELC -Heavy Lift Craft - A non-self-propelled hull, capa-

ble of partial submersion, used in salvage work to

lift hulks. The craft is 39 by 140 feet, has two 10- -.

ton booms as wel as auxiliary equipment for pumping

and can raise 300 tons in a bow lift or 750 tons in

a midships lift, HLCs are normally used in pairs.

Each craft mounts four .50 caliber machine guns. The

crew consists of two officers and 20 enlisted men.

LCPL -landing Craft, Personnel, large - A boat used pri-
(Mark n)

marily for harbor defense and to guide larger land-

ing craft. The boat is 36 feet long, is equipped ' .1

with radar, and mounts two .50 caliber machine guns. .

It has a speed of 19 knots and a crew of one officer

and seven enlisted men.

LCU -Landing Craft Utility - Used to deliver cargo through- '-."

out the RepublJc of Vietnam. The primary source of

delivering cargo to Dong Ha and Hue in I Corps. The
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LCU (Con't.) -boat is 118 feet long and has a maximum speed of 8

knots. The boat captain is usually a Chief Petty

Officer, who commands an enlisted crew of 13 enlisted

meno

LLC -Light Lift Craft - A converted LCU designed to perform

limited salvage lutyo The craft is 119 feet in length,

and has a shear-leg crane capable of 30-ton lifts.

Light Lift Craft have four ,50 caliber machine guns, a

speed of seven knots, and carry a cre*' of two officers

and 15 enlisted men.

LST -A 548-Class tank landing ship specially configured
(GAME WARDEN
Support Ship) for GAME WARDEN Operations. The cargo hatch has been

enlarged to 13- by 32-feet to permit lowering PBRs

and helicopters to the tank deck for repairs and main-

tenance. The main deck forward of the cargo hatch has

been strengthened and life-saving nets have been added

port and starboard to support helicopter operations.

A 10-ton boat lifting boom has been added on the star-

board side just forward of the deckhouse, In addition,

the transient berthing facilities on board havo been

increased to accommodate eight officers and 112 enlisted

men. An ancillary role performed by the LST is radar

surveillance in support of MARKET TIME uniits in the area.
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1ST (Con't.) -The ship's speed is 12 knots, and the crew consists

I of 17 officers and 123 enlisted men.

""MNITOR -Monitor - A modified LCM-6 designed primarily for

use as a fire support ship by the RAF. The craft

has bar-and-plate armor along the hull and deck-

house similar to that of ATCs and CCBso The boat

is 60.5 feet long, is equipped with radar, and - -
a

"mounts one 40-,M and one .50 caliber machine gun

"in a forward turret, one 81-mn mortar and two M-60

machine guns amidships, and one 20--u gun, two .50

caliber machine guns and four 4-60 achine guns in

the deckhouse. It has a speed of eight and one-

quarter knots and a crew of 11 enlisted men. -

•1SB -Minesweeper, Boat - A small minesweeper designed

7'' for clearing sheltered waters, eSg., the Long Tau

River. The boat is 57 feet long, mounts one o50

caliber and one .30 caliber machine gun, two Mark

18 grenade launchers, and is equipped with radar.

It has a speed of 11 knots and carries a crew of

six enlisted men,

PACV -Patrol Air Cushion Vehicle - The new craft is an

"all-metal peripheral jet-type hovercraft powered

by a single marine gas turbine engine. enabling
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PACV (Con t) -the craft to reach approximately 50 knots under

optimum conditions. With a crew of one officer "

and four enlisted men, the craft is equipped with

radar and mounts orn twin 050 caliber machine gun,

three MK21 7.62-m =chine guns and one MK18 40-mi.

grenade launcher. The PACV, with a lenght of 38.7

feet,, a width of 23 feet and a height of 16.5 feet

(cushion-borne), is to be used primarily as a rap-

Id reaction craft, a high-speed, logistic re-supply
craft for small quantities of high priority materials

and for SAR missions with the MRFo

PER (MK I) -Patrol Boat, River - A military adaptation of a

fiberglass, civilian pleasure boat. The boat is 31

feet long, uses twin water jets as a propulsion

systems and mounts one twin 050 caliber machine

gun ard one 050 caliber machine gun with a Mark 18

grenade launcher. The craft is equipped with radar,

has a speed of 25 knots and carries a crew of five

enlisted men. PBRs normally patrol in pairs and con-

stitute the principal craft of Operation GAME WARDEN.

PER (MK II) -Patrol Boat, River - An improved version of the PBR

with the same basic design; principal changes include

a lower silhouette, and modifications to the armament.
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SPCF -Patrol Craft,, Fast (Swift) -An aluminum-hulledjq

offshore patrol craft, used extensively for coastal

surveillance in Operation MARKET TIME. The craft

is 50 feet long, mounts one twin 050 caliber machine

gun and a .50 caliber machine gun with an 81-m mortar.

It has radar, a speed of 23 knots, %-.nd a crew of one

officer and five enlisted men.

PG -Patrol Gunboat - A patrol boat for use in offshore

waters. It is a new design with an all-aluminum

hull and a vombination diesel/gas turbine propulsion

plant. The boat is equipped with radar, is 165 feet

long, mounts one 3"/50 caliber gun, one 81-ma mortar

and two .50 caliber machine guns. The craft's speed

is 37 knots under turbine pow,•r and 16 undor diesel

power. The crew consists of three officers and 21

enlisted men.

PICKET -A 45-foot, 13-knot craft designed for harbor defense

and anti-swimner patrols. The boat has radar, mounts

one .50 caliber machine gun, and normally carries a

crew of five enlisted men.

P-3A -Orion - A long-range patrol aircraft used extensively

in Operation MARKET TIME. The plane is powere(

by four turbo-prop engines, carries 11,000 pounds of
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P-3A (Con't.) -bombs, and has a maximum take-off weight of 127,5000

pounds. Orions have a range of 3,700 miles, a cruising

speed of 310 knots, and a crew of four officers ard

nine enlisted men.

SSB -Swimmer Support Boat (Skimmer) - The military version of

the civilian, fiberglass, triple-V-hulled "Boston Whaler"-

used for harbor patrols and UDT, SEAL, and EOD operations.

, The outboard-powered boat is 16,,5 feet long, is controlled

from a steering console amidships, and mounts one M-60

machine gun forward. It has a speed of 25 knots and a

crew of two enlisted men.

STAB -SEAL Team Assault Boat - A armed version of tho civilian

runabout; used to land and recover SEAL units. The boat

is 20 feet long, mounts one .50 caliber machine gunp one

M-60 machine gun, one Mark 18 grenade launcher, and can

also carry a 57-ram recoilless rifle. The boat is powered

by two 50 -horsepower outboard motors and has a speed of

40 knots.

UH-IB -Helicopter (Iroquois) - A U. S. Army helicopter on loan ___

to the U. S. Nevv in South Vietnqm. Alternately referred

to as a "Huey" or a "Gunship" or a "Seawolf," the air-

craft mounts four 7.62-em machine guns in pairs. two M-60

"machine guns in pairs, two M-60 machine guns and two pods
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UH-1B (Con't.) -capable of firing 14 2o75-inch rockets. The

helicopter has a range of 250 miles, a speed of .

3125 knots, and carries a crew of two officers and

two enlisted men.UH-ID -The unarmed version f the "Huey," commonly referred .

to an a "Slick." It can carry 10 troops, four litters,

or 2,000 pounds of cargo.

WHMC -High Endurance Cutter (USCG) - An ocean-going, Coast -

Guard patrol ship, earmarked as a replacement for DEs

and DERs in Operation MARKET TINE. The radar-equipped

ship is 311 feet long, mounts one 5"/38 gun, six o50

caliber machine guns, one Mark 10 torpedo launcher

with six torpedos, and two 81-an mortars. The ship has

a speed of 19 knots and carries a crew of 13 officers

and 140 enlisted men.

WPB -Cutter (USCG) - A modified version of the Coast
-.....

Guard's offshore, rescue vessel; used extensively

in Operation MARKET TIME. The boat is 82 feet long,

mounts one .50 caliber machine gaun w1,h an 81-m.

* mortar, and four .50 caliber machine guns. The radar-

equipped craft has a speed of 18 knots and a crew of

two officers and nine enlisted men.

YDT -Diving Tender - A non-self-propelled lighter equipped

with a deckhouse containing accomodations and working
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YDT (Con't.) -spaces for a salvage team, The tender is 54 by 260

feet, has a 12-ton crane, and mounts six .50 caliber

machine guns for self-defense. The craft carries a

crew of 15 officers and 76 enlisted men.

TFNB -Patrol Boat Tender - A non-solf-propelled barge equip-

ped with a large deckhouse containing shops and main-

tenance facilities for swall craft. Currentljy in use

in the Mekong Delta supporting PBRs, the barge has six

.50 caliber machine guns and four 81-m mortars for - '

self-defense. It carries a crew of four officers and I _

31 enlisted men.

YFU -Utility Yard Craft - The newest version of this craft

is called the SKILAK and is capable of carrying 330

short tons of dry cargo or 86,000 gallons of liquid

cargo at a speed of 10 knots. ". -:,::

YRBK -Repair, Berthing and Messing Barge - A converted YFNB

equipped with a large deckhouse containing shops and

maintenance areas for small craft, and berthing and

messing facilities for boat crews. The craft can berth 0 -

97 boat-crew personnel. The armament and the size of

the permanent crew are the same as that of a YFNB,,
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